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ABSTRACT
Ecosystem management seeks to provide a mechanism (Of" addl'l:Ssing lhe
complexities of managing lhc: natura! environment and helping managers lTIOI"e efficiently
and effectively handle planning and decision making in a particular ecosystem. It implies
a holistic examination of social :rnd biophysical iSSUC5 which arc 3ddresscd collectively.
nOi independently. to arri~ allhc beSI possible managemenl solution. while preserving
the natural character and ecological integrilY of an ecosystem.
The presenl research considers various biophysical and social issues related 10 fire
management in the greater Terra Nova National Park (TNNP) region. within the
ecosystem management setting in a Canadian national park. While a delailed
examination of any individual social Of" biophysical issue related to fire management in
TNNP could be undcnaken. this resean:h simultaneously examined several issucs in
lesser dc:tail with lhc: intent of integraling the results. The social research focussed on a
queslionnaire: to Parks Canada employees. key infonnanl interviews of regional
representalives. and a preliminary visitor survey. Biophysical research consisted of a
field study of regeneration in selecled bumovers in and around TNNP. and an
examination of the TNNP fire hislory siudy and endangered species research.
To ilIuSlrate the integration of several of the social and biophysical research
results. a linear fr.uncwod is buill upon and expanded to develop a conceptual
framework which addTrsses fire management in TNNP in the ecosystem management
context. Unlike other studies which -discuss" the ecosystem management concept. this
conceptual framework contributes to the field of ecosystem management by proposing a
means of implementing the concept. Feedback loops account for continually evolving
management concerns through the incorporation of two key roles: coordinating the
framework and integrating research. This conceptual framework is applied to the case
study of fire management in TNNP. It (;010. however. also be broadened out to address
specific management issues in orner national parks or ecological settings.
The results from this ecosystem management based l'eSCaTCh indicate the value of
integration in that the sum of the individual issues provides more comprehensive
infonn3tion than the separate analyses of these issues. On this basis. an ecosystem
management conceptual framework is developed to facilitate management issues. such as
fire management in TNNP. One strength of the integrative approach to ecosystem
management is thcrefo.-e the explorouion of social and biophysical concerns as a whole
and not as isolated variables. Another strength of integration is th3t 'integrated data' lead
to results which would not be revealed had they been examined on an individual basis.
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CHAPTER 1 -INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW
Managen of natural environments and resources have struggled with what arc the
best Icdniques to use and how to implement management concepts. Ecosyslem
management has been offered as a possible mechanism [0 addressing the complexities of
IT13l\3ging !he natural environment and helping managers rr'lOfe efficic.nlly and effectively
handle planning and decision making. Ecosystem m.::Inagement impltes a holistic
examination of the issues al hand in that it considen the integration of various social :1nd
biophysical factors which traditionally have been segregated inlO separate: disciplines.
The concept of inlC:gr.lIing biophysici1l and social science (:acIOrs in ecosystem
based decision making is appealing to national park managers in Can:ada due 10 their
unique mandate: of pn:xecting the n:nura! environment while encouraging public
enjoyment of thaI environment. This concept. however. can be dirricult to oper:uion:llize.
Hence this research focusses on an integrative approach. which entails the simultaneous
eltamination of several distinct issues to provide an increasingly complete picture of a
given management concern. within the context or ecosystem management. Specifically.
fire nun3gement as a particular management issue facing Terra Nova Nation:al Par\:
(TNNP) in Newfoundland. will serve itS a case study.
1.2 RESEARCH RATIONALE
1.2.1 The ecosystrm management cotKq)t
The ecosystem man:.gcmcnt concept provides a found.:uion for this study as it
seeks to address both soci:.l;and biophysical factors together. It has proven difficuh to
:Jdopt :. common definition for the tCfm ecosystem m;an:.gement due to its interprc:t:.tioo
by numerous researchers with viewpoints ranging from biocentric (eg. Alpcn 1995;
Grumbine 1994) to anthropocentric (eg. Frecmuth 1996; Stanley 1995). In general. its
intent is to combine sod:.1 and biophysical infonnationlissues to preserve ecosystem
viability over the long tenn. Such integrations can be: undenaken to develop timely
ecosystem management techniques needed to preserve natural processes and
1.2.2 Ecosystem management In nanon.' parks
In Canadian national parks. management plans have been designed in order to
implement policies which serve to retain the ecological integrity and the char.lCter of the
ecosystems they represent (NPA 1988: Parks Canada 1979. 1994). Through these
policies ecosystem management is promoted as a means of preserving ecological integrity
while increasing public involvement with interested groups. thereby managing for the
greater park ecosystem (Parks Canada 1994. 1996a). Ecosystem management in
Canadian national parks is viewed as a basis for protecting park ecosystems through:1n
increasingly holistic approach by considering the inleractions and dynamic nature of park
ecosystems in light of human stresses (Parks Canada 1996b).
1.2.3 Fire manapmtnt In national parks
Fire is a powerful and vital natural process in several Canadian national parts. and
its ecological and societal repercussions should be understood if appropriate fire
management strategies are to be implemented (Day ttl al. 1988; Lopoukhinc: 1993: Parks
Canada 1996<:). For this reason. an integrative rcseart:h approach based on ecosystem
management is suitable for the successful application of fire management in natioml
parks. As will be discussed, ecosystcm management can be undertaken by working with
local interest groups to determine socially based issues, and cooperating with various
researchers to address biophysical issues related to the past and prescnt role of fire in an
ecosystem.
1.2.4 Terra Non NaUonaJ Park case study
Although a great deal of baseline research has been conducted in specific R;Jtional
parks with regards to fire management. little research has focussed upon the Atlantic
Region parks. Tc:ma Nova National Park (lNNP). loc:ned in east:em N"ewfoundland. is an
Atlantic Region park representing the fire influenced boreal forest ecosystem (Pardy
1994). It is seelOng to emulate the standards of OI:herCanadian national parks. such as
Banff, Jasper. Wood Buffalo, and l....3 Mauricie. which have fulfilled cenain fire
management objectives to preserve the ecological integrity of their representative
ecosyslCms (He:uhcon 1996. pets. comm.· Mann and Kerr 1995: P3fdy 1994; Parks
Can3d::l 1996c).
I.J RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
While a detailed examination of any individual sodal or biophysical issue could
be undertaken. this rcscan;h simuhaneouslyexamined several issues in lesser detail with
the intent of integrating these issues. hs strength therefore lies in the integrative approach
10 ecosystem management, wilh the exploration of social and biophysical concerns as a
whole and not as isolated variables. The examination of a specific social aspect of fire
management could. for example. lead to an entire thesis on its own (eg. Bath 1993).
ahhough this would not necessarily permit the integr.ttion of several issues.
One means of developing an ecosystem managemcnl based approach can involve
the design and use of conceptual frameworks. In the context of continuallycvolving
management concerns, such frameworks can incorporate feedback loops while outlining
steps to facilitate the integration of varied infonnation (eg. Annilage 1995: Bonnicksen
1991; H3fWell ct af. 1996: Hodge 1997). A conceptual framewOfx .....ililhereforc be
developed 10 address the integration of social and biophysical consider:uions under the
ecosystem management conct:p'.
1.3.1 5pKirtc: objectives
The objectiv~of Ihis research aR:
I) To inlegrate social and biophysical issues rel:lIed 10 fire management in TNNP
10 illuSlr.lIe thai theuamination of several issues simuhaneously conlributes a
greater underslanding Ihan the sum of lheir individwl parts.
2) To develop an ecosyslem management conceplual framework based on the
inlegr.ltion ofsocia.l and biophysical issues relaled 10 fire management in TNNP.
These objectives will be addressed by identifying and examining unique social
and biophysical conditions inhcrenllo the TNNP region in the r;onlell.t of fire
managemenl. Ifecosyslem managemenl is to be suitably implemented lhen socially and
biophysically based concerns need 10 be addressed collectively. nO( independently. 10
arrive at !he best possible management solution. The emphasis of this study is lherefore
on inlegralive and holistic research which considers the ecosystem as an inler-connected
nelwork of biolic and abiotic enlilies. and on the synthesis of social and biophysical
research.
1.4 THESIS DIRECfION
Ideally. all effects of forest fires. be they social ex biophysir;al. should be
considered priex to the implcmenlluion of any fire managemenl approach in a nalional
park ecosystem. In TNNP lhese consequem:es include the ecological outcomes of forest
fires on Ihe native nora and fauna of the boreal ecosystem. as well as lhe consideration of
impacts of fires on loca.l interest groups. surrounding communities. and pari;; visitors. As
it is unrealistic for a manager to understand. for example. every effect of forest fires. then
decisions must be m::ade amongst some level of risk ::and uncertainty. By seek.ing to bener
understand as many effects as possible, efforts are made to reduce uncertainty. This
research will contribute to such a reduction in uncertainty by presenting and integrOlting
several wcial and biophysical effeclS rel~ to fire management in TNNP under an
ecosystem management concept. Such ecosystem management based research can be
considered in developing future pari;; management plans.
A review of the evolution and use of the ecosystem management concept will be
outlined in Chapter 2. This review will focus on ecosystem management in Canadian
national parks. and specifically Of! the fire management conteAt of the present research.
The social and biophysical selling ofTNNP is then presented in Chapler 3 .....·here the
region's uni<jue attributes are linked to fire management issues and the ecosystem
management concept. The integrative methodologies based on an ecosystem approach
are discussed in Chapter 4 in terms of two distinct components: social and biophysical.
In Chapler S the social research findings resulting from a questionnaire to Parks Canada
employees. key informant interviews of regional representatives. and a preliminary visitor
survey. are outlined. The biophysical research resulting from regener.ltion surveys in
selected bumovers in and around TNNP. an eumination of the TNNP fire history study
(Power 19%a). and consideration of endangered species research, are also summarized.
These results arc integraled and discussed in Chapler 6 in vic." of Iheir gencml
contribution to ecosystem rnanagcrnenL In Chapler 7. an ecosystcm rnanagement
conceptual framework is devcloped as a means of intcgnlling thc resuilS of this social and
biophysical research. and to illuslr:nc thai cumining sevcml issues atthc same time 1e3ds
to morc Ihan Ihe sum of lheir individual parts. Finally. key findings:n: highlighted and
thc methodological applicalions of this work are summarized.
CHAPTER 2 - REVIEW AND APPLICATION OF ECOSYSTEM
MANAGEMENT
This chapter will brieny summarize the histOf)' of ecosystem management. A
variety of liler:nure which discusses the definition of ecosystem management will be
presented and grouped as eilller bioc-cnlric or anthropocentric. The literature will be
grouped based upon the emphasis of the definition and the application of the concepl.
lJtcr:lture which focusses on applying ecosystem management (as opposed (0 defining il).
will also be highlighted in !he context of the present research. Secondly. the usc of lineal"
and conceptual framc:wods in the application of ecosystem management will be
described as they can provide a means of organizing and integrating infClfTnalion.
Thirdly. a description of ecosystem management in the Canadian nalional park. context
will be OUilined. A linear framework will be presented at this point as a step loward an
integrative approach forecosyslem management implementation. thereby selling the stage
for the examination Oflhis approach in fire management research in the national park
2.1 ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT: DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT
Ecosystem management has emerged as a potcntial solution to growing
environmenta..l problems (Grumbine 1994: Woodley and Forbes 1995). The concept of
ecosystem management was fonnulated in the United States. with related ideas discussed
as carly as 1932 by the Ecological Society of America (Grumbinc 1994: Woodley and
Forbes 1995). The lenn "ecosystem" was coined in 1935 by Arthur Tansley to
demonstr.ue the interactions and equilibrium within nature's Ih'ing and non-living biota
(Bocking 1994). However it was Aida Leopold (1949). a forester and wildlife biologist.
who was regarded for his interpretation of what is now ecosystem management. by
promoting sustainable land use and conservation (Grumbine 1994: Knight 1996:
Salwasser 1994). By the late 19805 the ecosystem management concept was inCTCasingly
advocated and discussed in Nonh America. leading to an abundance of research and
literature throughout the 1990s. as will be funher explored.
Forclarily. ecosystem management should be differenti:lled from similar
concepts. such as resource management. environmental management. and the ecosystem
approach. Resource management. 3$ presented byO'Riordan (!971). Mitchell (1989),
Baerwald (1991). and Samson and Knopf (1996), is founded on human wants and needs.
and the sustainable consumptive uses of nalUra! resources based on labour and m3terials
(as opposed to ecological factors). Savory (1988) developed the concept of holistic
resource management (HRM) and Lang (1986) examined integrative resource
management (IRM). both of which are increasingly holistic approaches emanating from
resource management. Yet, the consistent factO!" among these interpretations is the focus
on "human needs".
Environmental management on the othcr hand is a broadcreoncept evolving from
resource management (Eagles 1993a; Francis 1993; Miu;helll997). With the goal of
bener protecting the eanh's environment. it takes into account human and biotic
interactions within and between ecosystems. It focusses on relationships to be maintained
between development and the environmentthroogh. for e.umple. regulatory me:lSUre5 for
reducing pollution discharges into the environment (Francis 1993).
An ecosystem approach has been described by Vogt eral. (1997) as a broader
concept. compared to ecosystem management which is management-unit specific. and by
Slocombc (1993a) as a precu~ 10 ecosystem management. An ecosystem approach
presents core principles Of characteristics to be applied to various managemc:nt scenerios
(Slocombe 1993a; Vogt et al. 1997). Core principles stress the: collection, analysis. and
inlcgr.ltion of social and ecological information based on interdisciplinary work (Vogt et
aJ. 1997), and the description of inlc:ractiOfis within tnc environment in a holistic manner
while considering human activities within the ecosystem (Slocombe 1993a). Thus an
emphasis on the placement of humans within and dependent upon the natural system is
put fonh in an ecosystem approach (MacKenzie 1996, 1997; Siocombe 1993a, 1993b). l!
should also be noted that the terms ecosystem approach and ecosystem management arc
closely associated. and even sometimes used inten::hangeably (MacKenzie 1996).
One: common element among ecosystem, resource. and environmc:nlal
management, as well as the: ecosystem concept, is the term "management" With respect
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to the earth·senvirooment. wmanagcmenf' was oullined by Lewis (1969. 109) as
~decision-making in the ~nceof uncenainty and involving the manipulation of one or
more: of the dependent and/or controlling fact0f'5~. and by Spurr (1969.3) as wthe
manipulation of the ecosystem by man [sic)". Therefore management is a cultur.llJy
defined concept: however. management goals can be either bioa:nuical1y or
:JnthropocenlriQIly based. The differences between these perspectives are iI1ustr:lled
below to demonslr3te the focus in the literature on the definition of the term ecos)'S1em
management, and the limitations of defining the coocepl from only one peTSpeCtive. as
has traditionally been the case.
2.1.1 Bi~ntric: inlerprdations
A biocenlric intcrp-etation of ecosystem management primarily considers the
ecological integrity and natural processes of ecosystems, and to a lesser extent accounts
for factors which are significant to humans. with the overall intention of guarding nalUml
environments from funherdegradatio!l (Barkham 1995: Parks Canada 1994. 1996c:
St..nford and Poole 1996: Woodley 1996: Woodley and Forbes 1995). Grumbine (1994)
has been acknowledged for his contribution to the biocentric interpretation of ecosyslem
management. and his definition has been presented in the works of Alpen (1995).
Woodley and Forbes (1995). Carpenter (1996). and Brunner and Clark (1997). to name a
few. hstates:
II
Ecosystem management inlegrates scientific knowledge of ecological
relationships within a complex sociopolitical and values framework toward the
general goal of protecting native ecosystem integrity over the long lerm
(Grumbine 1994.31).
Grumbine (1994) sought to advance this interpretation by pulling foo;h ecosystem
management goals (fable 2.1). In addition. he highlighted dominant themes surfacing
from his research. including lhecollection of scientific data. the definition of ecological
boundaries and scales. the promotion of ecological integrity. and the role of humans as a
pan of nature. These ccosystem management themes were subsequently revised by
Grumbine (1997). and additions were implemented based on updated studies. Ultimately
his <:lCademic rese3JCh. which is founded on ecological principles. infuses a biocentric
ideal into ecosystem management while secondly striving to satisfy various human
interests (Grumbine 1994. 1997).
Table 2.1; Five ecosystem management goals within the overall goal of sustaining
ecolOl!:ical intemty (Grumbine: 1994.31).
Ecosystem Management Goals
• Maintain viable populations of all native species in sitll.
• Represent. within protected areas. all native ecosystem types across their natural
range of variation.
• Maintain evolutionary and ecological processes (ie. disturbance regimes.
hydrological processes. nutrient cycles. etc.).
• Manage over periods of time long enough to maintain lhe evolutionary potential of
species and ecosystems.
• Accommodate human use and occupancy within these constraints.
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'The bioccntric perspective has also been highlighted by other researchen.
resulting in varied inlel'Jlf"Ct:l.lions. Frissell and Bayles (1996) stressed that the inherent
complexity of ecosyslems needed to be given due credit. and that the purpose of
ecosystem management had 10 be clarified to achieve true conservation. The need to
achieve measurable goals based on Table 2.1 was advocaled by Wilcove and Blair
(1995). Meanwhile. ~y (1993). Kay and Schneider (1994). and Crossley (1996)
promoted the natu~l integrity of ecosystems. stressing that they are dynamic and always
changing.
2.1.2 Anlhropocentric interpretations
Anthropocentric definitions of ecosystem management generally connict with
biocentric interpretations due to the focus on the significance of humans in ecosystems.
For example. Stanley (1995) fell that humans could manage ecosystems through
technology, and that a biocentric outlook promised the impossible. Salwasser(l994)
believed that ecosystem management was more about people and their choices, thus
opposing Grumbine's (1994) convictions. Government depanmenls or agencies generally
present an anthropocentric viewpoint. utilizingecosYSlem management 10 justify specific
deeisions (eg. USDA 1992). This vtc:w was espoused by Wood (1994), who SlOlIed that
ecosystem management principles could form a new land ethic for sustainability and
diversity with long term benefits. if ecological. economic and social factors were: treated
equally. He states:
I)
...ecosystem management in\·oIves proViding values. products. and SCf'Vices from
the land in a manner thai gJ'eguards ecological sustainabilily. ~pressed another
way. ec05YSlem management entails seuing limits on usc of the land (Wood 1994.
7).
Various forestry related publicalions advocated this anthropocentric interpretation
of ecosystem management when considering forest management issues. as evidenced by
the wort. of Czech (1995). JOI1C$ et af. (1995). freemuth (1996). More (1996). and
franklin (1997). For example. an emphasis on democratic approaches and consensus
among all interested parties was stressed by fn:cmuth (1996), while Jones et af. (1995)
saw the need to tackle issues of social conniCt. The anthropocentric perspective has also
becn acknowledged by researchers such as Roc (1996) who Slated that social science may
be more imponantthan biophysical science in ecosystem management. This focus on
human dimensions research in ecosystem management has similarly been advocated by
Williams and Pauenon (1996).
2.l.3 Limitations of biocentric and aftthropounlric inlerprela1lons
Using an ecosystem management definition which is either largely biocentric or
largely anthropocentric has constraints f01'" a comprehensive application of the concept
(Figure 2.1). For instance. a drawback ofa biocentric perspective is its focus on the
rnainlcmmce of nalUral processes and ecosystems while not fully addressing the relevant
concerns of all interesled panies. On the other hand. an anthropocentric perspecll\'e is
Oawed since it stresses positions or stakes by lhesc various interests. oftcn disregarding
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Figure 2.1: Biucenlric lLOU lllllhropuccnlric Iitcnllurc compmison.
significant ecosystems and ecosyslem processes. The inherent differences belween these
twO perspeclives have also lead to continuing conlJOversy regarding the establishment of
appropriate definitions (BufTOughs and Clark 1995: Haeuber 1996). For example. More
(1996) claimed that ecosystem management remained a "fuzzy"' concept that wc need to
move beyond by concenlrating on ilS proctical application. These arc reasons why Ihe
presc:nl research seeks to oper.lolion.a1ize ecosystem managemcnl. r.uhcr than funhcr
dcfiningil.
2.1.4InlerpretlUons combining biocentrk and anthropocentric: approaches
Several reviews of ecosystem management have sought 10 combine biocenlr;c and
anthropocenlrlc perspectives to provide" more holislic inlerpn:tation of the concept
(Carpenter 1996: Christensen et 01. 1996: Francis 1993: Galindo-Leal and Bunnell 1995:
Gerlach and Bengston 1994: Haney and Power 1996: Irland 1994: Samson and Knopf
1996). For instance, Samson and Knopf (1996) stressed the maintenance ofthc health
and integrity of ecosystems, while fonning pannerships amongst various interest groups.
Accordingly, Christensen et at. (19%) felt it was important to provide steps 10 move from
concepl to practice while addressing both anthropocentric and biocentric ideals (eg.
defining suslainable goals and objectives, reconciling spalial and temporaJ scales. and
ensuring adaptabilily and accounlability). Also. in the foreslrycontext. ccosyslem
managemenl has been viewed as an applicable and evolving concepl with an emph:lSis on
furthering the understanding of the relationship of humans with nature (Galindo-Leal .and
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Bunnell 1995; Gerlach and Bengston 1994). It should be noted however that these
interpretations. whHe reviewing ecosystem management. do not provide specific case
studies or examples.
Although it is evident that efforts have been devoted to understanding and
defining the ecosystem management concept. consensus has yet to be reached on a set of
methods for its implementation (Alpen 1995; Christensen ~/ al. 1996; Francis 1993). A
genernl study evaluating approaches for ecosystem management established that a
practice-based approach (i.e. learning by doing) is the most effective way to learn about.
and improve upon, this concept (Brunner and Clark 1997). Yaffee (1996) reiter.ued this
point by stating that attempts at ecosystem management have bttn undertaken through
trial and error approaches. Research which is interdisciplinary in nature. where
individu:lls from various professions work together to address both social and biophysical
management com:ems. could also help provide an initial step toward comprehensive and
holistic ecosystem management (Baerwald 1991; Freemurh 1996; Mitchell 1989;
O'Riordan 1995).
The review of lOS projects in the United States to dctennioc goals:lnd outcomes
of ecosystem management by YaITee ~I at. (19%). serves as out example illustrating
applications relevant to ecosystem management and providing information that can
benefit the development of new projects. It was found that ecosystem preservation was
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lhe top goal advanced by project managers. followed by ecosystem restor-uion and
suppon by interest groups. Positive OlItcomc:s of projccts included improved
communication and coopc:ration. developmc:nt of management plans and decision making
structures. and changes in approaches to land management. Suggested improvements for
future projccts included the catly involvemc:nt of interest groups in the planning process.
having clear goals within a collabor'ativc: process. using flexible land management
str:lIcgies. and understanding local community nec:ds (Yaffc:c: 1996: Yaffee t!1 al. 1996).
2.2 ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS
Functional frameworks are lacking in the interpretations of ecosystem
management which have been presented. Fl'ilmeworks provide a means of visually
organizing steps and mechanisms required to achieve: specific management goals
(Annitage 1995: 8astc:dot!rol. 1984: Bonnicksen 1991: Bom and Sonzogni 1995;
Harwell ~I al. 1996: Hodge 1997: Zube 1980). A linear framework ;s a basic framework
which includes a series of steps leading to a set end: whereas the more elaborolte
conceptual framework includes the use of feedback loops. where relevant components are
linked and simultaneously monitored and evaluated (Zube: 1980). The lauercan be: useful
fOf' integrating social and biophysical factOfS in ecosystem management as the: project
proceeds. as will be advanced in the prc:sc:nt T'CSC3tCh.
Conceptually based frameworks (a lenn sometimes used iRlerchangeably with
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CO£K:eptual model) arc increasingly common in both resource and environmental
management. Bonnicksen (1991) presented a biosocial model incorporating a
management subsystem (society) and an ecological subsystem (nature). each with inputs
and outputs. to address resource management issues. Similarly. environmental
sustainability was addressed by presenting a conceptual framework in which the hum3n
component was a subsystem ofw ecosystem component (Hodge 1997). Additionally.
Bastedo el al. (1984) developed a model for land use and environmental management
based on the identification. mapping, analysis and evaluation of abiotic (A). biotic (B)
and cullural (C) resources to classify areas of environmental significance - the ABC
resource survey method..
This ABC resource survey method emerged from research on boundary
delineation in environmentally sensitive areas (Theberge and Nclson 1983: Grigoriew el
al. 1985), where an effan was made to inc:ll.Idc: abiotic (e.g. landforms), biotic (e.g.
vegetation composition) and cullural (e.g. historical land U5e$) resources into a resource
inventory. MOft: recently it has betn applied to sustainable environmental planning and
management issues such as classifying the environmental significance of a conservation
area in Costa Rica (Annitage 1995).
Within ecosystem management the use of conceptual frameworks to intc:gr.ue
social and biophysical factors is not common. One example. however, was proposed by
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Han.o."ell ~t al. (1996) with the pi ofX:hievingecological sustainabilily in South Aorida..
In this case. a process model was developed Ihrough the United Slates Man and the
Biosphere Progrum. to detaillypes and levels ofinlc:raction between humans and lhe
environment. and move toward ecological suslainability.
A weakness of this laller model. along wilh !he frameworksfmodels described
above. is the omission of feedbx:k loops. as called for in the use of conceplUal
frameworks (lube 1980). While such frameworlts h:lve ~amined human and
biophysical issues. and realize that it is importanl to do so. this is often done more as an
inventory then in a truly inlegr.lIed way. In addition. these frameworks do not fully
recognize the socielaJ conlC:XI of ecosyslem man:lgement. and as such are limited in their
applic:lIion 10 ecosystem managemcnl.
2.3 CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS AND ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Ecosystem management goals and ideals can be examined within. and applied to.
a nalional park scuing. By focussing on the advocalion of ecosystem managemenl in a
Canadian national park contexi. Ihe usc of frameworks as means of inlegraling social and
biophysical components can be advanced. A descriplion of the evolution of nalional park
managemenl in the last century will set the slage fOf'" recentlitenllure advocating
ecosystem management. and lead to the developmenl of an initial framework.
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2.3.1 Evolution of Ca"";'n nalkNtal park management
Since the inccption ofC:U13di::m nalional paries in 1885. parks havc undergone
four phases ofmanagemcnt (Dearden 1991; Eidsvik 1985: McNamee 1993). Tbc firsl.
the: preservation phase (Iatc l800s/carly 1900s). SQughtto cstablish boundaries and aUrar;t
tourists. Second. the sheltering of parks from both natural disturbances and human-
l;aused disturbances was the focus of the protection phase (early to mid 1900s). The
management phase (mid 1900s) highlighted the increasing ecological understanding of
ecosystems. and the need to allow inherent natural pnx:esses to take place. At present.
the promo<ion of ecological integrity· in Canada's 38 national parks is pursued through
cooperation with local land agencies. to manitO!'" both internal and external activities. as
pan of the integrative management phase (19805 to pc-esent) (Day ~I at. 1988: Dearden
1991: Eidsvik 1985: NPA 1988: Parks Canada 1994. 1996b).
These phases parallel developments in Parks C:mada policies and legislation over
the last century (Table 2.l). As pan of the amendments to the National Parks Act (1988).
the maintenance of ecological integrity became the focus of national park management
(Dearden and Rollins 1993: NPA 1988. Roszell 1996: Woodley 1995). Other
amendments to the National Parks Act (1988) which were funheremphasizcd in the
Guiding Principles and Operational Policies (1994) are included in Table 2.2.
Ecologic:1I inlegrity in n3lion31~ is 3nained when "ecosYSlem SlnJClureS 3nc! fUnclions 3l"C
unimp3irw by hUlTI3n-c;luse<! Stresses;lnc! nalive species 3l"C presenl 3t vi3ble POPUblion levels'·
(Woodley 1996. SO).
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Table 2.2: HistOTyofimponant events and developments in Canadian national parks
(com i1ed from Eaeles 1993b: McNamee 1993: Roszell 1996).
Pa.-ks Canada Managemenl Deyelopnwnls
1885 Establishment of Canada's first national park. Rocky Mountain Park (presently
Banff National Parte) - tourism development is emphasized.
1911 Dominion Forest Reserves and Pads Act passed leading to the establishment
of the Dominion Parb Br.mch (presently Parks Canad3).
1930 National Parks Act formulated - mineral CJtploitation and game hunting is
halted. and education and enjoyment in parks aTe emphasized.
1964 First national parks policy implemented - the preservation of natural features
and processes is emphasized.
1979 Parks Canada Policy revised - the prcsc:rvation of the ecological integrity of
national parlts is now considered.
1988 Majol" amendments to the N3lional Parb Act implemented - the maintenance
of ecological integrity is placed at the forefront of national p;1I'X management.
1994 Guiding Principles and Operational Policies instituted for Parks Canada - key
points emphasized. based on amendments to the National Parks Act in 1988.
=,
• maintaining the ecological integrity of national parlts:
• the preparation of park management plans for the Minister's approval. to be
reviewed every five yeatS:
• the use of a zoning system for park management:
• the promotion of ecosystem management in cooperation with land managers
and interested panies:
• the ;K;knowledgement of active management to restore ecological integrity if
it is requircd:and
• the Dublic understandin". aooreciation and en'oYment of national oarks,
l.J.Z The eco5}'51em manap:mml rocus
The evolution of the use of ecosystem management in national parks began in the
United States with the work of Agee and Johnson (1988. 7). whose anthropocentric
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definition promoted ~regulalinginternal ecosystem structure and function. plus inputs and
outputs. to achieve socially desirable conditions". An increasingly biocentric outlook to
national park management in Canada was put forth by Dearden and Rollins (1993). who
eumined environment:l.lly sound park managemenl. At !his time Nelson (1993) and
Nepslad and Nilsen (1993) highlighted the idea !hat humans were a component ofttlc
ecosystem when managing Canadian national parb. Such outlooks were~ when
the Guiding Principles and Operational Policies were developed in 1994. Subsequently.
Woodley and Forbes (1995) presented a biocentric view of ecosystem management in a
Canadian national park context. examining its limitations and outlining principles
relevant to protected areas. This has lead to !he definition of ecosystem management in
Canadian national parks as follows:
Ecosystem managemenl provides a conceptual and strategic basis for the
protection of park ecosystems. It involves taking a more holistic view of the
natural environment and ensuring that land use decisions lake inlo consideralion
the complex intCfXtions and dynamic nature of park ecosystems and their finite
cap;ICity to wi!hSl.and and recover from suess induced by human activities (Parts
C.:lnada 1996a. I).
2.3.3 An initial framework ror Canadian national parks
A framework can be presented as a starting point from which the goals or
objectives of all interest groups can be discussed with respect to the nature or ecosystem
managemenl undenakings in specific n.:ltional parks. Such a framewoc-k coold be used to
illustrate a process under which decisions are made in individual park management plans.
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In Figure 2.2. a general linear framework is presented as an initial step toward the
development of a functional conceptual framework for ecosystem management in
national parks.
STAGE I
IDENTIFICATION OF
INTEREST GROUPS
STAGE U STAGE ill
IDENTIFICATION OF INTEGRATION OF
ISSUES AND RESEARCH ISSUES AND RESEARCH
Parks Canada·
Aboriginal peoples· ~
Landowners
Govemmentdepartmc1lts
Non.goverument
institutions/organizations
ParkvisilOn
General public
,OCIAL
Scxictalattirudes
Educational programs
Regional history
Economic development
Parks Canada policy
Conflicting land llSeS
Managetnellt scales!
boundaries
Ecosystem protection
BIOPHYSICAL
Slate of Dative vegetation
WLldlifc habitat and bcalth
Natural pra<:css maintenance
Aquatic habitat quality
AirqualicY
.. Although Parks Canada and Aboriginotl peoples are not int~st groups peT SI!, they are included in
the inleRSt group column for the purpose armis researeh. See text for further ellplanalion.
Figure 2.2: A linear framework incorporating components of ecosystem management in
Canadian national parks.
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In thislincar frameworit.. the various interest groups an: identified in Stage I. The
'inte~st groups" is used in a general context as each group has diffe~nt interests or
values they wish to discuss with others. In Figure 2.2 there are two groups which have
stronger intereslS. rights and responsibilities. and merit specific consideration: these
groups an:: Parks Canada and Aboriginal peoples. They are included within the box of
interest groups on purpose rather than separate to highlight a team building approach. as
funherdiscussed below.
It is recognized that Parks Canada has the regulatory authority and responsibility
to manage national parks (NPA 1988: Parks Canada 1994). thereby placing it on a
different plane from interest groups in general. However by including Pal"b Canada in
the framework with other interest groups it illustrates that Parks Canada has the
opponunity to become a player in a team approach. This is significant when discussing
components of ecosystem management (see Stage nand m) as Parks Canada is one of
several contributors to the identification, and subsequent integration, of issues and
research.
Aboriginal peoples arc another special interest group that have been inc:loded in
the interest group categOf)' in Figure 2.2. It is recognized that Aboriginal peoples have
rights beyond other interest groups (Parks Canada 1994). In the case of the present
"
resean:h in Tern. Nova National Park. there are no Aboriginal peoples in the region which
would be affected by park decisions. However. iflhis frumework wcre 10 be applied 10
other national parlc.s. lhe interests of Aboriginal peoples would be recognized above and
beyond generul interest groups. partiCUlarly under treaties and com~hensivcclaim
agreements (Parlts Canada 1994). These interests could men be fully integrated into the
specific ecosystem management undertaking.
In Stage nof the framework. issues and research art presented. and associated
with broad social and biophysical groupings. The completion of this fl1lmework (Stage
lll) involves the integration of issues and research results arising from the social and
biophysical groupings. A limitation of this linear framewOl"k is that the integration only
occurs at the end of the research project. A solution to this problem will be funher
examined as a more comprehensive ecosystem management conceptual framewort.
incorpor.lting feedback loops. is formulated in Chapter 7.
2J.4 The applkaUon or ecosystem mana~menlto nn' management in Canadian
national parks
Fire management is a specific ecosystem management topic which can be
explored in the COnteAt of integrating social and biophysic:tl issues. Fire management is a
timely concern in many Canadian national parks (Alell.3nder and DubC 1983: CPS 1989:
lorx>ukhine 1993: Lopoukhine and White 1983: Parks Canada 1997: Woodley 1995). due
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to the mandate of Parks Canada which promotes the perpetuation of ecological processes
inherent to the ecosystems and regions !hey represent (Eagles 1993b: Parks Canada
1994).
A prominent example of an alteration to a natural ecological process has been the
suppression of li&hlning~ausedforest fires in most Canadian national parks. particularly
during the last century(BNP 1995: Lnpoukhine 1992. 1993: Pardy 1994: Parks Canada
1997: WoodJey 1995}. Primarily since the 1980s however. the realization that fire is a
natural component of many ecosystems has increased (Aleunder and Dubt 1983: Day er
al. 1988: Van Wagner 1983. 1985: Van Wagner and Methven 1980). Therefore the
problem of "fix;ng" past mistakes has been examined to varying degrees from park to
park.. with Banff National Park (where the first prescribed bum occurred in 1983). leading
the way toward implementing active fire management under the ecosystem management
banner (BNP 1995: CPS 1989: Day et al. 1988: Pari:s Canada 1986: Walker 1995a.
1995b: Woodley 1995).
Within Parks Canada fire management has been divided into active and P'lSsive
forms. Passive management is associated with fire suppression since it does not consider
the ecological intcgrity of the particular ecosystcm (Alcxander and Dub:! 1983: Pardy
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1994; Woodley 1995). Prescribed bumini. on lhe orner hand. is a validated form or
active management since il seeks to retain natural processes and promote ecological
inlegrity while duplicating nature as closely as possible (lopoukhine 1993; Parks Canada
1986. 1994: Woodley 1995). In considering the implemenlation or active fire
management to individual parks it has been realized that both social and biophysical
variables need to be considered (BNP 1995: Mann and Kerr 1995: Parks Canada 1997:
W31ker 1995b). An errective w3yof3ddressing fire management would therefore be 10
develop 3n ecosysl:em management rramework (outlined in section 2.2). The linear
frameworto: presented in Figure 2.2 will therefore be built upon and described in the
context of the TNNP fire management case study in ChapleT 3.
2.4 SUMMARY
Ecosystem management is a conlinually evolving assembly of potenlial
management approaches (Christensen 1997: Galindo-L..eaI and Bunnell 1995). Various
definitions or ecosystem management have been presenled. )'Cl few specific exampl,es or
case studies have been noted in the lilerature. By integrating both social and biophysical
issues 3nd addressing the concerns of all interested panics. lhe opcrationalization. rather
A«otdin:IQP:wk$~(I986).prescribedbwnin.ctsanndomorpl;l/1nediJllilion
conlribulinglOsp«irlC ~ntobjc:ctives. A ~ndomignition 0CCUfS when a fire is st:ll'1cd
xcidenully or by lightning. and isconl:lincd and m:ma:cd 10 meet p:arl;objco;livcs (BHP 1995;
Mann:u>d Kerr 1995). A planned blam considers !he e:u<:ts;zc and kJcalion of the fire. in
oombinalion ....ith CI;rT1o;ll;C conditions and availability of natural fuel bre3ks such.1S I:llo:es (BNP
1995; Johnson and Miy:anishi 1995:Weber3ndT3ylor 1992).
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than the precise definition. of ecosystem management will be pursued. as espoused by the
presentrescarch.
In a Canadian national park context ecosystem management can incorporate
adjacent land uses and consider human values while fostering the ecological integrity of
individual packs (Woodley and Forbes 1995). This concept can be put forth in advancing
fire management research in the national park context. as will be demonstr.:ued by its
application in Terr.J. Nova National Park through the development of a linear framework
in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER J - ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT: A CASE STUDY
OF FIRE MANAGEMENT IN TERRA NOVA NATIONAL PARK
The establishmcnl of national p;ub is crilical (0 the prou:ction of distinct
eeologic31 and cultural landscapes. panicularly due to continuously increasing land use
and development in surrounding areas (CPS 1990: Lopoukhine 1992: Woodley 1995).
This chapter describes !.he unique biophysical and social auribules of Canada's most
easlerly national parK. Terra Nova Nation.u Park (TNNP). Secondly. the roles of forest
fires and fire management are explored in (he COnlCXI of the park's setting. Lasdy this
information is placed in the greater scope of ecosystem managemenl.
3.1 PARK SETTING
TNNP is llxated in eastern Newfoundland. along the indented rocky coast of
BonavisI3 Bay (Figure 3.1). It is approximately 250 km nonhwest of 51. John's and 80
km SOUlheasl of Gander. and is bisected by the Trans-Can3da Highway (fCH). The park.
which clI;lends over an area of 407 km~. was established in 1957 to represent the Easlcm
Newfoundland Atlantic TerTeSlrial Region (Parks Canada 1996:). It is dominated by
forested rolling hills with numerous bogs and fens. representing the boreal foresl lOne:. an
ecological communilycomprising 35 percent oflhe Canadian land mass (NRC 1996).
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Figure 3.1 : Location orTNNP in the province or Newroundland.
3.1.1. Biophysical seUin.
J.I.1.1 Climate
All areas or the park are within 12 km or the coastline. 2nd hence the ocean's
influence is considerable. resulting in a n\antime boreal climate with cool summers and
moderate winters (Deichmann and Bradshaw 1984). TIle average annu21temperature is
4.5°C; February is the coldest month with a mean temperature or -6.6 "C. while July. the
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w;umeSI mOnlh. has a mean of 16.3 eel (AES 1993). Winds are prescnl 9110 98 percenl
of the lime. averaging 22 to 26 kmlhr (AES 1993; Dcichmann and Bradshaw 1984).
Wilhin the Nonh American boreal foresl conlelH the mean annual precipitation in
TNNP is quite high al 1184.3 mm. with 1S perecnt of this lOla.! falling as rain (AB
1993). Fog and freezing rain an::uso common. while snow is generally present from late
November 10 early May. with depths and total snowfall varying considerably from year 10
year (Banfield 1996. pers. comm.). Relative humidily is high in TNNP. averaging 68
percent during the summer months (AES 1993). It is also significant to note thaI there is
a low incidence of thundcntorms and lightning strikes in the region relative 10 the North
Amencan boreal forest (Dcichmann and Bradshaw 1984; McManus and Wood 1991).
J.l.l.2 V~gmUiDtf
TNNP prolICCts most rypical boreal forest tree species. Appro~imatcly1S percenl
of Ihe land area is foresled. 81 percent of which is dominated by black spruce (Piua
mariO/la). 15 percenl by balsam fir (Ab;~s balsanrea) (both coniferous soflwoods). and S
percent by deciduous hardwoods. namely white birch (Be/lila fNJpyrijera) and trembling
aspen (Popllfus /renrlf/oides) (Power 1997; Robinson 1989). The majority oflhc black
spruce siands arc quite: old, avcnaging 98 yean of age (Po""ef 199601). Other lrcc species
Clim:l!e data from the Atmospheric: Env;ronmc::nl Suo'ey (1993)'5 derived from 30)"QI" oorm;llJ
/1%1·1990).
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present~: white pine (Pinus StrobflS) and white spnx::e (Picf!a glauco). both conife~.
and eastern larch (Lorix laricina). a deciduous conifer. as well as red m<lple (Ace'
ntbntm) and b<l15<lfTl poplar (Populus balsamiff!ra). two deciduous trees (Robinson 1989:
Ry<ln 1978).
VegCUltion types in TNNP <llso include small tree and l;argr shrub species such as:
pin cherry (Pnmw pt!nsylvanica), mounlain alder (Alnus crispa). and serviceberry
(Amt!lancJ,if!'Spp.). Smallu woody shrubs om: dominated by the Eric3CCae filmily, which
include the prominenl sheep laurel (Kalmia angwitifolia) (referred to as kalmia in this
work.), as well as low sweet blueberry (Vaccinillnl angustifolillm), labrador lea (Ledmn
grOf!lllandicllm), and creeping soowbcrry (Gauftltf!ria Itispidllla) (Dcichmann and
Bracish<lw 1984: Powu 19900; Ryan 1978). There are numerous herbaceous plants in
TNNP such as: bunchberry (Comus ClUIadf!IISis), com lily (Clin'Qnia bo'f!alis). and
starfloweT (Trif!nlalis borf!alis), A varielY of grass and sedge species. and several ferns
and fern allies. also proliferate. Many moss (eg, Plf!llro:iunI sh'f!bt!n', Sllaglllllll spp.) and
lichen (eg. Cladonia spp., Cladina spp.) species cover the forest floors, while old man's
beard (AIf!Cfria sp. Sarmalosa QIIlf!n'ca) is an arbof"Callichen which is common on aging
black spruce lrees (Dcichmann and Bradshaw 1984: Power 1996a).
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3././.3 WiJdJif~
TNNP has 22 species of land mammals (fifleen nalive.md seven inlroduced), as
well as 198 species of birds (Dcichmann and Bradsh::aw 1984: Kalff 1995: Snood 1991.
pers. comm.). The park also proteclS one endangered species. the Newfoundland pine
m::anen (Manes americanQ atrata). a small carnivorous mamm::al which thrives in old
coniferous foreslS (0'Driscoll. 1991: Parks Canada 1996c). In 1982. pine marten were
re-introduced to TNNP follo.....ing local ellOtirpalion ([rwin 1992: Power 1996b), and in
1997 five manen were localed and collared as pan of a tracking program (COllO 1997. pets.
comm.). Loss of habitat due 10 logging or trapping outside the park, or 10 disturD::ances
such as forest fires, both inside::and outside the park, are issues being ellOamined (NMRT
1995: Power 1996b).
3.1.2 Cullural setting
3.1.2.1 Jlistorica/ rrsollrce utraetiOlf
Signifieanlland-based resource eXtr:lCtion in the TNNP region bcg::lfl following
European establishment in lhe 17'" century (Deichmann and Bradshaw 1984). Logging
was Ihe most common activity. and by the 19"" and 20'"' cenluries improvements in
technology lead 10 increased shipbuilding in the area (Parks Can:u:b 1996e). A few
permanent logging communities and several seasonal communities had oper:uion::al
sawmills from the 19205 to the J9505 in what is presentlyTNNP (Ka[ff 1995: Lothian
1976). The innuence of these communities on forest ecology is still evident (Parks
Can:Kla 1996<:). For eumple. the selective logging of white pine for shipbuilding
accounts for its current scarcity in the park (Deichmann and Brndshaw 1984).
3.1.2.2 Visitors
After its establishment in 1957. TNNP was promoted for its recreational potential.
due to its proximity and accessibility to Sl. John's (lothian 1976). This recrealtonal
emphasis continues at present. with visitation increasing 7 percent. from 1994 to 1997. to
237.674 individuals stopping in the park and using fadlities (75 percent of which are
provincial residents) (Briffeu 1997, pers. comm.). Most visitors stay at the central
Newman Sound campground neat the visitor and marine centre:. while a few backcountry
camping sites~ periodically occupied (Robinson 1996, per'S. comm.). Primary
recreational activities in the park are hiking, fishing. canoeing. and swimming. with
limited mountain biking and sea kayaking (Parts Canada 19961::).
Thc TCH is a critical transponation link forTNNP. its visitors, and surrounding
communities. It extends north-south for 42 km through the park. and is the primary route
to mainland Can3da from Sl. John's. During the summer months approximately 3.000
vehicles drive through the park each cby. with 30 to 40 percent stopping within the
boundaries (G.M. Semas and Associates 1993).
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J.l.lJ Local CIJ"."..,.ili~s
TNNP is a member of a regional liaison commiltce comprised of nineteen
communities concerned with potential impacts of activities in and around the park (Figure
3.2). HiSiorically. several of these communities were dependent 011 the cod fishery and
have suffered financially since the mor.l:lorium began in 1992 (Macnab 1996). Currenlly.
industries such as tourismlrecrution. forestry. outfiUing. 0100 limited commercial fishing.
are critical to their moainstay. In addition. TNNP plays a direct role in providing jobs to
local residents. thereby benefiting the regional economy. Glovenown. with a population
of approll.imately 2.200. is the largest community in the part vicinity and servn as the
primary tourist and service centre (Kalff 1995).
There arc. however. several areas of conlention between local communilies and
TNNP. National park policy prohibits activities such as logging and hunting or lrapping
within park boundaries since these are not ·naturnl~ processes (NPA 1988). This policy
ean adversely affcctlocal residents. especially in enclaves such as CharlouelOwn. who
feel it is their right to panicip:lle in these activities .....ithout having to trnvel elsewhere:
(Robinson 1996. pers. comm.). These arc: issues being addressed by the park and local
communities.
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3./.2.4 R~gi(m4/kJnduse
The issue of land use ad.jacenl to TNNP is significanl for the protection oflhe
grealer park ecosystem which encompasses 4.278 kin: (Power 1997. pel'S. comm.). This
area includes major water bodies linked to TNNP's watenheds. potcnlial corridors for
migratory wildlife. and areas where human :JClivities could lead to changes in lhe
ecosystem (Robinson 1996. pers. comm.). Such activities include quarrying. farming.
cOCiage developmenlS. hydro electric development. and most importantly. commercial and
domestic logging (Kalff 1995; Parks Canada 1996c:). In the 19805. fOfeSlS were logged
up to the western boundary ofTNNP (Kalfr 1995). and logging presently continues in
surrounding foresl stands (Robinson 1997. pen. comm.).
3.2 FOREST ....RES: APPLICATIONS TO Tm.'P
Fire in the boreal ecosystem serves to recycle nutrienlS for Ihe renewal of
vegelative associations. to diversify biOlic communilies. and to modify wildlife habitats
(Heinselman 1981: Payene 1992: Wein and Maclean 1983). It is a nalural process in all
boreal f~lS. perpclUating lhe: growth of new foreS! stands (Dymess ~t 01. 1986: Ellion·
Fisk 1988: Heinsclman 1981). Allhough the role of fire may be diminished in cenain
ecosystems. such as the maritime boreal forest ofTNNP. fire is slill present and can
therefore resull in bod! biophysical and social impactS.
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3.2.1 Fire history
Fire histOf)' sludies affinn pauerns and cycles of fOr(:st fires in specific
ecosyslcms. in addition 10 demonSITating regional innucncC$ of anthropogenic and natural
processes (BNP I99S; Power 19963; Van Wagner I99S). In I99S a fire hisux)' study for
TNNP was conducted to provide information on the fire I'"Cgime such as fire frequency.
climalic cffects upon fir(:. and changes 10 vegelalive asso<:iations (Power 1996a). A fire
cycle of 98 years was proposed for thc park based on forest stand age dislribution (Power
1996a).
Evidence of a fire regime in TNNP was detcnnined primarily in the form of
chan;;oal in the upper soil horizons of plots in all fOr(:sl stand types (Power 1996a).
Betwecn 1828 and I99S. 218 fireslXcurred in the region. the largest spanning S20.000 ha
northwesl of the park in 1867 (Power 1996a; Wilton and Evans 1974). Since 1961. 29
fires ha\'e been mapped. with 38 percent greater than 94 ha (Ike largest burning 23.04S ha
near Gambo). and 62 petttnt under 49 ha (Table 3.1).
It is significant to notc Ihat only the 23.04S ha fire in 1979 was c1carly known to
have SliUted by lighlning (Power 1996::1). All other documented fires were initialed
directly or indirectly by humans (eg. defcctive power line. logging sk.idde:r. campfire). a
pattern which began with European colonizalion (Power 19963). For e~amplc. the
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Table 3.1: Recent burnovers in the trrr;aterTNNP tellion (ada led from Power 1996a),
y~, Size(ha) I...ocalion or burno~l!r
1995 I2S Spracklin's Road-Adam's Pit
1994 8 North .....est River-Railway Trestle
1990 67.2 Thorbuml...:lke
1990 0.1 Arnold's Pond
1988 <I Dunphy's Pond
1987 1,5 Newman Sound Campground
1986 332 Blue Hill West Trail
1986 5.1 Charlouetown Community
1982 201.6 CharlOl:telown Boundary
1982 408,8 Bunyan's Cove Road
1981 0.5 NOIth .....estRiver
1979 18.5 Port Blandford
1979 23045 GamboPond
1978 2 North .....estRiver
1977 313,6 TelTa Nova Road
1976 485.6 Terra Nova Dump
1975 95 Trnytown Community
1974 7.2 CharloCtclown
1973 I.. MacclesLake
1972 48 TemI Nova
1971 212 Northwesl Pond
1970 <2 Fo~ Pond
1%8 <2 Terra Nova River
1%7 <2 Newman Sound Campground
1%7 iO Trnytown
1965 0.2 Eastpon
1964 5 TerraNova
1%3 135 lake St.John
1%1 800 Dunphy's PondlPius Pond
establishment of the Newfoundland rnilway lead 10 many 3CCidenlal fires in the late 18005
and early 1900s, closely correlating wilh the age of the majorilY of Ihe park's forest stands
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(Po.....er 19963). In the last 50 )-ears. however. forest regeneration has lxen lacking due 10
the fire suppression policies advocated in and around TNNP .....hich [cad to the immediate
suppression of all forest fires (CPS 1992; Parks Canada 1996c; Power 1996a).
3.2.2 FIre ecology
There are three conditions which must always be met foc a fire 10 occur: a source
of ignition. sufficient combustible fuel. and appropriate climatic conditions for
comDustion (Van Wagner 1983. 1985; Wein and Maclean (983). In the boreal forest.
lightning and humans are the main sources of ignition. Lightning is an uncontrollable
5OUl1;e. and the leading cause of large fires, particularly in remol:e aRas of thc country's
boreal ecosystem. However as evidenced in the fire history sludy (Pown- 1996a). ils role
in the TNNP region is limited.
Dry organic maUeT. such as 3Jboreallichens which proliferate oaold bl3Ck spruce
trees in TNNP, provide good sources or combustible fuel rOC'" fire spreading (Deichmann
and Bradshaw 1984; Power 199601). Other fuel is made available through disturbances
such as windfall, disease, and insect infestation. For example. the spruct bodworm and
hemlock Iooperoutbt-eaks of the 19705 and 1980s resuhed in the death d several balsam
fir sunds in TNNP. thereby leading to a large amount of combustible fud which could
affect fUlure fire behaviour (CPS 1992; Furyaev el af. 1983; Mann and Kerr 1995; PCch
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1993).
Climatic conditions in the TNNP region impact its fire regime. Greater
precipit3lion and increased relalive humidity (comp3red to C1:nlral Canada's boreal
ecosystem) account for a fire weather index (FWI) which is onen below !he Canadian
average (Mann and KelT 1995; Power 19963; 511X:ks er ai. 1989). The FWI is a measure
of rel:lIive fire p!>Ientia[ based on temperature. wind speed. precipilation. and relalive
humidity. combined with fuel avail3bility and ratings of moislUre in surface and organic
layers (Stocks elol. 1989; Taylorel al. 1996). In TNNP.thc consistent presence of wind
can elevate FWl ratings from their generally low average, and subsequently increase. lhe
potential fOf" fire spread (Power 19900).
A ground. surface. or crown fire will result when the Ihree conditions for fire
ignition are met (Chandler el 01. 1983: Heinselman 1981; Johnson 1992: Van Wagner
1983: Wein 1983). A ground fire bums the organic layer of t:he forest nOOf" thereby
exposing Ihe mineral soil. Conversely. a surf3ce fire bums loose liuer. small shrubs. and
herbaceous plants. but does not bum the organic layer Of the lalltree canopy. Both
ground and surface fires are uncommon in the park doe 10 high soil moisture and
abundanl fuel in the canopy. This fuel. as well as the ladder stnJcture of black spruce
branches. will likely cause flames 10 rise into the cree canopy. lhereby resulling in a crown
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fire. This is the most common type of fire in TNNP. burning trees and tall shrubs. but
merely scarring the surface veget3tion:md org:mic layer (Power 1996a).
3.2.3 Adaptations or vegetation to nne
There arc various adapt:ltions by native species to the fire dominated environment
of the boreal ecosystem (Ehnes and Shay 1995; Elliott-Fisk 1988; Heinsclm:m 1981:
Meades and MOOl'a 1989: Van Wagner 1983). For example. coniferous trees have
needles which decompose slowly and build up on the forest floor along with other
dCi:omposing vegctation. forming Iheorganic layer (Heinselman 1981; Viereck 1983:
Wein 1983). One of the roles of fire is the consumption of this organic accumulation.
thus releasing nutrients which are required for new growth (Viereck 1983). Following
fire. seed germination and veget:ltive reproduction through roots increase since mineral
soil is exposed to light. enabling opportunistic shade intolerant species to,grow (Chandler
elal. 1983; Heinselman 1981). Both white birch and trembling aspen have wind
dispersed secds and vegctative repl'oduction from stems and roots providing excellent
ell:amples of fire adapted species (Dymess el al. 1986; Hcinselman 1981; Rowe 1983).
Another adaptation is displayed by certain coniferous trees. such as the dominant
black spruce trcc in TNNP. which have serotinous or semi-scrotinous cones. Scrotinous
cones depend on the heat from fire to melt the resinous coating. thereby releasing seeds
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forposl-fire regenerntion (Heinselman 1981: Pielou 1988: Rowe 1983). Wilh semi-
serolinous cones seed release is heightened by fire since cones are partially sealed by
resin. A few species adapi {o fire in Ihe boreal forest by resisting il. In TNNP white pine
can often escape fires wilh only surficial scars (Heinselman 1981: Power 1996a).
Conversely. balsam fir is a boreal species~nl in TNNP which is no! adapled 10 fire.
001 which does succeed in sites with longer fire cycles since il is shade loleront
(Hcinselman 1981: Meades and Moores 1989).
There are numerous examples of fire adaptations by shrubs and herbaceous planlS
in TNNP. butlhe most significant is that of the ericaccous shrub kalmia. Kalmia is found
mainly along the eastern seaboard of Nonh America. where it proliferntes in moist and
acidic soil condilions (Hall e' af. 1973). It is the dominant understorey species in the
black spruce foreslS of the TNNP region. 001 il also grows in bogs. l\eathlands. and other
environmenlS exposed to Strong winds (Damman 1983: Hall et af. 1973: Mallik 1987:
Meade! 1983: Meades and Moores 1989). The key to its success is ilS vegetative
reproduction by persislent root structures and woody Siems which spread laterally over
scver-..l1 metres through the organic layer (Hall eraf. 1973: Mallik 1993). Additionally,
kalmia is believed to have allelopalhic properties which may inhibit the growth of other
species (Mallik 1987. 1992. 1993. 1994). however this role is not conclusive.
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The type of fire present (ground, surface. or crown) can impact kalmia's growth.
In general. a severe ground fire will consume the organic layer. thereby destroying the
root system and halting plant reproduction (Mallik 1994: Wein 1983). But a crown fire
(the most frequent type in INNP) could result in the survival and spread of kalmia
through vegetative means. thus leading to a lack of f~st regeneration due to its
overwhelming presence (Mallik 1993. 1994; Mann and KelT 1995).
3.2.4 ElTects of On! on wikllire
In general, mammals and bird species benefit from habitat modifications at
different stages during post-fire regener.llion (Fox 1983; Pengelly 1995). In TNNP.
browsing mammals such as moose (Alct!s alct!s) will quickly inhabit bumovers to feed on
small shrubs and herbaceous plants. while black bear (Ursus ameriCOIIIlS) feed from
berries on small shrubs (Parks Canada 1997: Pielou 1988). Similarly. birds like ruffed
grouse (Bonasa umbdfus) browse: in the low shrubs of op:n bumovers. and the hairy
Woodpecker (Picoidt!s villosus) consumes wood boI'ing insects in deold standing trees
(Pielou 1988; Stroud 1996, pers. comm.). Yet a fire in the old coniferous ro~st stands
which dominate the park could adversely affect certain species. One of these species is
the endangered Newfoundland pine marten (sec: sectioo 3.1.1.3). The old coniferous
fOfeSIS which are !'lome to pine manen also require fire fOl'"renewal (CPS 1992; NMRT
1995: Parks Canada t996c:), thus fire could variably alter their habitat (CPS 1992:
Robinson 1996, pers. comm.).
3.2.5 Fire manaemwnt options
Presently there are three appro3Ches to forest fire rmlIlOIgement within the spatial
dimension of a parle management plan: letting a fire burn naturally, suppressing a fire. or
prescribed burning (Alexander and Dulle 1983: CPS 1989: lDpoukhine 1993: Parks
Canada 1996c: Weber and Taylor 1992). Prior to European colonization most fires were
able to burn freely, but with increased human settlement fire was perceived as bad and
suppression as good (Woodley 1995). This has been and continues to be the case in the
TNNP region. A significnnt effect of suppression appears to be the lack of forest renewal
from poor organic layer consumption (due to the dominance of crown fires). most often
leading to the dominance of the site by kalmia (see section 3.2.3) (Mann and Kerr 1995:
Power 1996a: Robinson 1989). The use of prescribed burning (defined in section 2.3.4)
as:l potential fire management solution to years of suppression is being advocated by
park pe~nel. with the intended role of reintroducing a natura.l process 10 TNNP (Pardy
1994: Power and Deering 1996).
A zoning system is used in all national partu to classify areas based on required
ecosystem and cultural resource protection (fable 3.2). 1be approaches to fire
m:magement described above should be considered in the COnleJI.t of the zoning system
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implemenled in the TNNP management plan. For e~ample. tke use of prescribed burning
may nOi be appropriate in the QUldoor Recrealion Zone (Zone IV). yet could be: of value
in tke Wilderness zone CZone II). This is tke case in TNNP's Wilderness Zone. as
rest(){'3tion measures may be allowed to replace natural processes which have been altered
through the influence of humans (Parks Canada 1996c). ThIU under the park
management plan. zoning would be it factor utilized to determine fire management
planning in TNNP in an ecosystem management context.
Table 3.2: National park zoning classification system and the zones ofTNNP (Parks
Canada 1994. 1996c)
Zoning dasslrkations TNNP molng
Zone 1- Special Preservation
"unique. threatened Of endangered naluraVcultural fe:llu.res arc " covers 0.3
protected and access to motorized vehicles and 10 the general public is percenl oflhe park
restrict~-d
Zone II • Wilderness
" natur.ll regions are represented. natural processes and environments • covers 94.9
;ue not to be altered.:and lJlO(oriud acceu is not penniued since the pen;:ent orthe part
wildemen experience is emphasized
Zone III - Natural Environment
• natural environments are managed. Iow-density re<:TCilIKx1 is allo.....ed. "co~·en 0.8
and moIoriud accen may be allowed but will be CQfllrol1ed percenl of the park
Zone IV - Outdoor Recreation
" visilOf .services are pres-ent. outdoor recreation and interpretive evenLS
are encouraged. ;and motorized vehicles ate penniued
Zone V - Park Services
I~tor servtees supported in communities located wilhin nalton.:ll
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" CO\'ers 4.0
pen;:ent of the parlo:
"IlOl appl'cabte
J.2.6Impactson inlere!il groups
In the TNNP region forest fires can have varying impacts on different v;aloes and
interests, be they human or non-human. Risks of both pl;anned ;and unplanned foreS! fires
include: loss of human life, propeny, and livelihood, loss of economically valuable forest
stands, loss of park infrastructure. disruption to part.: visitor.;. ;and loss of wildlife and
vegelation species. Acl;;ordingly the part's ecosystem man;agement objectives call fOC"
possible effects of prescribed fires on all part. usen. including part.: visilors and loeOl1
communities. 10 be considered prior to being implemented (P;arks Canada 1996c).
Due to fires in local communities which have destroyed private propeny. there is
an inherent fear of wildfire by the region's inhabilants (Mann and KerT 1995: Stroud
1996. pers. comm.). In field research conducted following lhe present re5C:ll"Ch. Bath
(1997) revealed that 26 percent of pm community residents surveyed h:Jd experienced
damage to life or propeny bec;ause of a forest fire. Risks to residents and park visitors,
such as personal safety or the presence of smoke. are also issues which TNNP needs to
address ilS it has been determined that 97 percent of park community residents have seen
smoke from a forest fire, while 86 percent have secn names (Bath 1997). Loss of
livelihood is also a concern since many inhabitants are dependant upon the pulp and
paper industry which. along with the Newfoundland for-est service. is concerned about
fires buming economically valuable forest stands (Mann and Kerr 1995: Parks Canada
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199&).
It is the mandate ofTNNP to protect park infrastructure from forest fires, while
simultaneously preserving natural ecosystems and processes. However the park will also
consider the values and interests of other groups such as non-governmental organizations
and institutions, or govemment depanments (Parks Canada 1996c). These groups may
share: common values in examining the long tenn viability of the natural environment
following forest fires.
3.3 THE ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT CONTEXT
As discussed in sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6. it is evident that there are many different
viewpoints. values and concems regarding forest fires and their management in and
around TNNP. By focussing upon the social and biophysical issues expressed by various
interest groups. thcse could be addressed wgcther as a means to implement fire
management in TNNP in an ecosystem management context while applying the
objectives of the park management plan (Parks Canada 199&).
The present research considers the outcomes of fire management approaches on
the park ecosystem. from both a social and biophysical perspective. as presented in a
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STAGE I STAGE II STAGE III
IDENTIFICATION OF IDENTIFICATION OF INTEGRATION OF
INTEREST GROUPS ISSUES AND RESEARCH ISSUES AND RESEARCfl
SOCIAL
VaewYcoocems ofTNNP
regional communities
VICW5Iconcems of visitors
Educational progams
TNNP.RegioaalL~~ R~~~iC
Comnurtec:~UIllnes VlCWS!conclml$ofregional
En:::;Son: )I fO;:~C~:I~~~C$ ~
government organIzations Regionallmd~ (loPS)
(Friends ofTNNP, CanadiaD Managemem bouncWics
Parks 8l Wilderness Society) &osyslem Df'OlCCtioIl r"!==----;-.A~~m:~ C~~'i~l
Resoun:esDivision) BIOPHYSICAL /~~~~~ ~ ::~~e:=
Sctvice.p~"N.a~ Prol:cetion o(cnd.ulgered
Areas and Wildlife DIVISions species (pine manen)
Canadian Forest Service Wildlife habitat Uld health
Private land owneB Natural process nuointenancc
Aquatic habitat qualil)'
Air quality
Figure 3.3: A hnear framework incorpornllng components of ecosystem management in the
TNNP fire management coote~t.
tinear framework (figure 3.3). This framework is based upon Figure 2.2 (see section
2.3.3) but its content focusses specifically 00 the fire m:magcment case study in TNNP.
As in Figure: 2.2. it is recognized lhal Th'NP and Pms CanOMb merit specific
consideration due to their park managemenl responsibililies. Yet they an: included in me
framework along with OIher interesl groups as they are considered in the resean:h an<!
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issues ouliined in Stage D.
3.4 SUMMARY
In Ihis chapleT the ecological and cullUra) scuings orTNNP were oullined.
rollowed by fire management issues in the pack contexi. In gcncT31. both biophysical and
social impacts (either positive or ncgalive) resulting rrom roresl fires were examined with
regards 10 TNNP. Issues emanaling rrom these potenlial impacts have been prescnlcd in
a linear rrameworlc. thereby seuing the stage ror the implementation or ecosystem
management in the contexi or the park management plan. Through integralive
methodological approaches (Chapter 4). means or examining dive~ social and
biophysical lire managemenl issues will be explored and rUl1hcr discussed in this contexL
"
CHAPTER 4 - METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES
This chapter discusses the: methods used to integr.ue sodal and biophysical issues
under an ecosystem man.3gc:mcnt approach. Fint. the use of inlcgrntive methodologies
based upon the ecosystcm m.::ll\3gemcnl concept will be outlined. Secondly. specifIC
descriptions of social and biophysical research conducted in and around Tcffi'I Nova
National Park (TNNP) in the summer of 1996 will be presentcd. As it was the intent of
Ihis work to present the simultaneous examination of a varicty of issues. the research
methodology is based on the collection of dma on a wide range of social and biophysical
issues rather than an exhaustive sWdy of a single issue. These approaches will serve: to
gain an understanding of fire management issues in the TNNP region in an ecosystem
management conlc.u.
4.11l\'TEGRATIVE METHODOLOGIES
Ecosystem management requires innovative and inlcgr.uive approaches (0
addressing research problems (Grumbine 1994: lrland 1994: Wood 19(4). Methods and
processes which embody such approaches arc rare (Slocombc: 199301). HerK:e. a
ch:&llenging component o(this study was developing and employing appropriate
tet:hniques to apply ecosystem management. Since both SlXial and biophysical factors
were examined. severnl data collection techniques ranging from key infonnant interviews
10 \'egetalive inventories were adapled to specific aspects of the rcsean:h with the intent
of integrating diverse infonnation. The linear framework presented in Figure 2.2. and
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further detailed in Figure 3.3. will be elaborated upon below. prior to the development of
a conceptual frame.....ork emph3Sizing research integr.nion in ecosystem management fOC"
the TNNP fire management case study in Chapter 7.
4.2 SOCIAL RESEARCH
At the time of this study. the social research undertaken was the first of its type in
the TNNP region. It was initiated to sample the concerns of interest groups. and provide
a means to incorpor.ne socially based issues into fire management research in the greater
TN P region. Typil;a1ly such social research can offer both relevant qualitative and
quantitative infornwion on key management issues (Bailey 1994. Neuman 1991). In the
TNNP case study. the social research undertaken was primarily qualitatively and
subjectively based. and e:\amined persptttivcs from Parks Canada employees. regional
managers and employees from forestry related departments and businesses. and 10 a lesser
degree. park visitors.
4.2.1 Parks Canada questionnaire
A questionnaire w3S sent via electronic mail 10 6S Parks Canada employees across
the country representing each of its five geographical regions. to detennine local concerns
in fire management planning. The recipients included national and regional managers.
chief park wardens. park ecologists. and wardens/fire management specialists. who were
currently involved with lire management based issues. The individuals were initially
identified through personal communications with TNNP staff. and a snowball sampling
technique ensued (Fowler 1984: Sheskin 1985).
In view of the fact that all national parks are unique. the questions sought to
determine opinions and viewpoints from both a national and regional context which arc
grounded in legislation. policy. and the process of park managemenl. Since the type of
management practices implemented in Banff National Park. for example. may not be
suitable to TNNP. this exercise was useful for differentiating the various levels of
knowledge and experience in specific regions and ecosystems. As shown in Appendix 1.
the five questions raised were broad. addressing issues such as the applicability of both
vegetation and fire management objectives '• the imponance of active management
techniques (such as prescribed burning). the promotion of ecological integrity. and the
incorporation of local community and park visitor concerns. The responses were used to
determine the range of fire management approaches from park to park. and to provide
guidelines for the development of integrative ecosystem management based research in
TNNP fire management context.
4.2.2 Key Inrormant interviews
Through sevcml key infonnant inlerviews.the attitudes. opinions. and interests of
Fire m:magement can be an in1p<lnanl component of vegetation lTI:ln:J.gcmenl. These lerms were
used in the questionnaire since they::ue often :lddrc:ssed together in a P::uks C:l.nada comext.
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managers and employees representing provincial forestry. federal focestry. provincial
wildlife. provincial parkJ. and the pulp and papcr indusuy were exphxed and
documented. Each of lhe$e groups has a direct inlerest in the maintenance of ncalthy
forest ecosystems in the TNNP region and throughout Newfoundland. It should be noted.
however. that the respondents represent a limited range of values and interests which
exist in me greater TNNP region. since mey are eonfined to employees of forestry related
dcpanments and businesses. This sample of key informant interviews therefore acted as a
initial step toward documenting the concerns. values. and interests oflhe various interest
groups within and beyond the national park conte,.;!.
Fifteen individuals were interviewed. in pcrson when possible. or OIncrv.rise by
tclephone Of" a combination of fax: and mail. Interviews lastcd between fifteen minutes
and one hour. and limited follow-up dialogue ensued. A series of founccn quantitatively
based statements and ten open-ended questions were presented to each individual (shown
in Appendi,.; 2). With respect to the statements. the respondents were asked to choose the
number on a seven point Liken scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree). most fitting
lheiropinion (Liken 1932). These statements were based on previous resean:h examining
public altitudes toward forest fires (Bath 1993: Conner~1 al. 1984: Manfredo d at.
1990). The ten open-ended questions were developed and pre.tested by the authoc.
Since all of the individuals interviewed had training or a foundation in forestry or
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biology the statements presented were discussed with them in greater detail. Thus an
emphasis was placed on reasons for the answers and opinions put forth. thereby seeking
to reveal preliminary views and concems among this general group.
4.2.3 Park visitor knowledge
To expose park visitors to work being undertaken in TNNP and to initially
identify key issues, exploratory discussions ensued with len randomly selected
individuals. Although a sample of len visitors is too small to generalize for all visitors, it
is enough to idenlify significant issues and possible questions that could be used in a
more quantitative sludy.lhus acting much like a pre-test. As shown in Appendix 3,
individuals were inviled to agree or disagree on a few of lhe statements which were used
during key infonnant interviews. These visitors were also asked: What does 'prescribed'
burning mean to )"ou? Such research serves as an issue idcnlification exercise and a slep
toward designing and implementing a representative quantitalive study of visitor feelings
loward fires.
4,3 BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH
In this research the biophysical issues explored in TNNP (described below). were
related to fire ecology and regener.lIion. and were undertaken due to the lack of
infonnation on post-fire regeneration as well as the timeliness of fire management issues
in Canadian national parks (Parks Canada 1996c; Parks Canada (997). Regeneration
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surveys in bumovefS sought 10 provide quantitatively based dau. while a review of
previously completed research examined inform:lIion pertaining to fire histOf)' and
endangered species in TNNP.
4.3.• Regeneration surveys in burnovers
Data on forest regeneration was ga!hered in !he: vegetative associations
represented in bumovers as a result of forest fires in the gre:ller TNNP region over the last
three decades. Some biophysical research related to fire management had already been
conducted in !he park. as evidenced by the work of Kerr (1993), Breon (1996), and Power
(19900). on fire regeneration and histOl')'. However, this portion of the study sought to
present pertinent information on post-fire regeneration research. and to integrate available
infonnation to provide an overview of vegetative succession as influenced by fire in the
TNNP region.
A comparison of successional pauems was conducted in twelve sites of varying
sizes and ages in the greater TNNP ~osystemwhich have been influenced by forest fires
between 1961 and 1995 (Table 4.1). These sites were chosen to represent a broad vanety
of bumOVefS and were selected in consultation with park staff and other resc:lTChers. The
specific data gathered was based upon biog~icaltechniques(Colinvaux 1986:
Gilbertson el al. 1995; Kent and Coker 1992: Tiv'f 1993; Wratten and Fry 1980).
Guidance was also proVided through the work on vegetative jnvenlOnes in TNNP
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Table 4.1: Bumovcrs in the greater TNNP region in which vegetative inventories 'lA.'ere
rfonned.
199'
199.
1986
1986
1982
[982
1981
1979
1977
1976
1967
1961
Siu(ha)
125
8
332
'.1
20[.6
408.8
0.'
23045
313.6
485.6
<2
800
Sprncklin's Road--Adilm's Pit
Northwest River-Railway Trestle
Blue Hill West Trai[
Char[olletown Community
Charlottetown Boundary
Bunyan's Cove Road
Northwest River
Gamba Pond
Terra Nov.. Road
Terra Nova Dump
Newman Sound Campground
Dunphy's PondlPitts Pond
Acronym ($oM Figure 4.1)
Sprkrd9S-I. Sprbd9S-2
Nwrvr94-I. Nwrvr94-2
Bhw-1. Bhw·2. Bhw·3
Chtcm86·1
Chtbd82·1. Chtbd82-2
Byncv82.1
Nwrvr81·1
Gamba-I, Gambo-2
Tnrd77-1. Tnrd77-2
Tndp76-1. Tndp76-2
Nscmp67-1
Dphy6I-1. Dphy6I-2
conducted by Scott (199]) and Power (1995), oUllining methods fordilta collection.
One to three 10 m ",10 m plots were selected in each of the twelve bumovers. The
p[otlocations were determined according to the accessibility, size and unifonnityofthe
particular bumover, for a total of 21 plots (Figure 4.1). A Global Positioning System
(GPS), the Trimble Geoexploccr. was utilized to determine their specific kx:ation. and
plots were nagged and marli.ed with me131 pins. According to methods ofGilbcrtson ~t
al. (1985). Colinvau", (1986) and Kent and Coker{I992), the apPJ"O",imate abundance of
each species was visuallycstimaled (as a percent) 10 ZlSCertain the appro",imate vegetation
cover of these species.
"
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The number of trees or large shrubs growing in each plot was detcnnined. along
with measurements of their heights and basal di:amctcrs. to compare growth :and
regcncr.uion pattcrns between burnovcrs. Second:ary gencroJ sitc ch:aracteristies were also
noted. including organic layer depth. soil propenies. slope. ground cover. extent of dead
standing and fallen trees, and surrounding vegetation. This infonnation can be helpful in
exploring relationships between size, intensity, age. and other aspects of specific fires. in
more detailed research in the future.
As previously discussed, kalmia is the dominant ericaceous shrub in the TNNP
region. and it is believed to hinder the gcnnination and growth of black spruce (CPS
1992: Mallik 1992. 1993; Mann and Kerr 1995). In order to examine the effects of
kalmia growth on forest regeneration patterns. the prominence of the shrub was noted in
each of the 21 plots by determining the average height of the plant. along with its
abundance and vitality.
The plOl.5 esaablished in the present research wcre nagged and marked. and can
therefore servc a similar rolc to pennanent sample plou (PSP's), which havc been
established predominantly in unburned areas throughout TNNP 10 monilor long teon
changes in vcgetationalsucccssion (Power 199:5; Scon 1993). II is anticip:ued that these
plots will be re-examined in the fmure to compare results from plot analyses to the
information collected in the present rescaTCh. and to document advances in bumovcr
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regeneration. This resean:h therefore serves to cst:1blish a baseline against which future
research can be compoued and buill upon.
4.3.2 TNNP's ronsl n~ history
A fire history study has recently been completed at TNNP (Power 199601). and
was therefore utilized to advance the present study. Power (l996a) considered variables
such as forest cover. stand age. and climate. to detennine the fire cycle. fire interval. stand
age classification. and fllCltyping. for the forests of the greaterT~ region. This
infonnation will be incOl'pClr.lted with. and used to understand. the data resulting from the
vegetative inventories conducted in the present research.
4.3.3 Endangered sp«ies research
One fire management issue which is relevam to many national parks is the
potential impact on rare or endangered species. In TNNP. a timelyconcem is the
prot~tion ofttlc endangered Newfoundland pine manen (see sections 3.1.1.3 and 3.1.4).
Recent research by TNNP on pine manen habitat and ch;l(;lCle:ristics will therefore be
incorporated into the present rese:1r'Ch since it is a signifICant biophysical factor with
regards to fire management in TNNP's bor"eal forest ecosystem.
It should be noted lh~I50mc: of the fire hi5lory fe.'iulls presented by Power (1996a) rely rn:avily on
Ihe :malysis of human c~uscd fir~s since Ihey were dOmiMnt during the bst century.
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4.4 CONTRIBUTION TO FRAMEWORK
Based on the linear framework presented in Figure 3.3. Stage D is funher detailed
and expanded to reflect the specific methodological approaches in boIh social and
biophysical issues discussed in this chapler (Figure 4.2). This continuing a.pansion of
the linear fr3JTleworit evolving from Figure 2.2 and Figure 3.3 will serve 3S a step toward
an increasingly complete conceptual fr3JTleWork to be presented in Chapter 7.
STAGED
IDENTIFICATION OF
ISSUES AND RESEARCH
/ ""McthodoJotlcai Approaches Rnnn:1l Results
BIOPHYSICAL .1
Regmeratioo surveys in bumovers (4.3.()1----.1 Presented in
TNNP's fire history (4.3.2)" "I Chapter 5
Endangered species research (4.3.3) J
Figure 4.2: Expansion of the linear fr:unework to renectthe specific methodological
approaches for examining social and biophysical issues.
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4.5SlJMMARV
The diverse information collected. organized. synthesized and analyzed within
this document is timely as park managers contend with fire management and ecosystem
management issues. In order to recognize the benefit of integration. a variety of issues
were addressed rather than focusing on an in depth study of one particular issue. Three
social issues (Pans Canada questionnaire. key informant interviews. and pan visitor
knowledge) and three biophysical issues (regeneration surveys in bumovers. TNNP's fire
history. and endangered species research) were examined through different
methodological approaches. In the following chapter (Chapter 5), the results stemming
from each issue will be presented. and subsequently in Chapter 6 these results will be
integrated to provide an increasingly effective and complete ecosystem management
approxh to fire management in TNNP.
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CHAPTER 5 - SOCIAL AND BIOPHYSICAL RESULTS
The social and biophysic:!1 ~sults of the fire lOOfl3gemcnt based issues explored in
the greaterTNNP ecosystem are oullined below. The linear framework presented in
Figure 4.2 willlhcn be modified 10 incorporate these results. This will set the stage for
lhe inlcgrntion of scxial and biophysical resulls in the next chapter. and the dcvelopmclll
of an ecosystem management conceptual frnmcworil:.
5.1 SOCIAL DATA
The social research obtained from Parks Canada employees, regional
representatives. and park visitors, revealed a vanety of infamatian including differences
in viewpoints. knowledge base, and overall goals. The questions posed to Parlr:.s Canada
employees resulted in qualitatively based responses. while interviews with regional
representatives were both qualitatively and quantitatively based. This preliminary
socially based data can begin (0 offer infonnmion fOl" fire management research in TNNP
wilhin the ecosystem management context.
5.1.1 Parks Canada queslionnaire
After several reminden to panicipatc. eighteen of the 65 employees contacted
completed or panially completed the questionnaire (sec Appendix I). The poet'" response
rate is disappointing but the r.ange of ideas and subsequent discussion with the
respondents allows for an examination of some of the key issues. The respondents
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included five national or regional managers. one: chief park warden. four parte. ecologists.
and eight wardens/fire: m.:magement specialists. The: names of respondents and their
affiliations will remain confidential.
When asked to outline: the goals and objectives of vegetation and fire: management
in Canadian national parks. the: re:spondents emphasized the mainlenance of ecological
integrity and the promotion of natural processes. Approltim:t1ely halfthc individuals
based their responses on official Parks Canada policy (eg. Parks Canada 1986. 1994). A
few mentioned the protection of human life and property as an objective. while several
supported the use of prescribed fire to maintain or reSlOre ecosystem health. In general it
was believed that fire management goals and objectives were not being implemented
nationally. and when they were. these were inconsistently applied from park to park.
Some respondents fell that the cumination oflhesc goals and objectives should only be
discussed within Parks Canada management systems.
In response to the second question concerning the usc of active management such
as prescribed burning to maintain the natural char.JCler and ecological integrity of national
parks. most believtd that it is required to some elttenl due to human based interference
such as fire suppression during the last century. A few felt that parks shoold duplicate the
fire cycle which was present prior 10 the suppression period. However. some pointed Oul
that traditional burning by Aboriginal people prior to European colonization. primarily in
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weslern parks. sholl Id be considered when discussing lhe "natural" fire cycle. The lack of
scienlifi<; knowledge regarding nalural processes was also addressed. For example. il was
pointed out by one individual !hal ~'e musl know what we want'". and that prescribed
burning may not always be required even though it is advocaled by Parks Canada. Others
fellactivc: fire mana.gement was requited 10 redU<:e fuellO:Jdslhazards sin<:c: some older
foresl stands were "just wailing to bum". Meanwhile lelling nalural fires bum while
being monilored was suggested as a potential alternative if human livelihood was not al
risk.
The third question sought to detennine Ihe presence of active fire managemenl in
vegetation management plans throughout Canadian national parks. The majority of the
respondenlS generally believed that complete vegetation or fire management plans
supporting active management were often lacking. even though they are validated in
principle. Responses varied from park to park. but some Slated !hat fire management
guidelines were established mainly fOl"su~ion practices. Cenain individuals were
concerned with the lack of both internal and external suppon for aclh'e fire managemenl,
as well as poor public perceptions and attitudes toward fires.
When queslioned about the overall contribution of active fire management
programs to the promotion of ecological integrity within Parks Canada, several
reslXlndents felt past praclices of lOla1suppression neglected ecological integrity.
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resulting in the loss of fire-adapted species, II was also stated that present and future
management may be condueted without a true knowledge of past fire cycles. Thus it was
stressed that fire histOf)' studies be used only as guides. and that research on fire
behaviour and effects be increasingly considered. A few believed that Parts Can:lda
leads the way in promoting fire as a natural process. but that clltemal agencies (such as
proVincial forestry depanments) still advocate fire suppression. Yet the increasing cost of
fire sup~ssion. as stated by some individuals. could inevitably lead to a greater role for
active fire management in the future. A minority maintained that good fire managemenl-
where managers and interest groups define objectives togethcr-could enhance ecological
integrity. In general, the overwhelming response was that active fire management is
needed, and credible scientific evidence is necessary to ochieve this.
The final issue addressed the incorponuion of local and visitor concerns into
vegetation and fire I'n<Jnagement planning in Canadian national parlts. Respondents
CJl.presscd that socially based issues have only recently been emphasized by Parks
Canada. but were now being seen as an integral component of active management
planning (with implementation varying gTCiltly from park to park). One individual
maintained that ecosystem management has nO( been fully embraced by Parks Can:lda due
to the inherent complexity of incorporating social concerns into fire management. Hence
several strategies were suggested including: I) promoting the role of fire in specific
ecosystems through educationallOOIs, 2) involving variOl.ls interest groups in fire
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m:magement planning (such as the formulation of interagency groups and round table:
discussions with interested partners). and J) gathering public suppon and addressing
concerns e:lrly.
In addition 10 fonnal responses. many individuals provided additional comments
and suggestions. and further communication with a few individuals ensued. Overall it
was suggested that the implementation of "goO(1" fire management was slow due to
changes in government and staffing. and to the inherent complexity of an ecosystem
managcmenl approach.
5.1.1 Key Informant intc-rvk;...-s
Fifteen regional managers or employees representing five different groups were
interviewed and asked to comment on quantitatively based statements and open-ended
questions related to fire management issues in the greater TNNPecosyslem. The names
and affiliations ofthcse individuals are found in Appendix 4. A summary of their
responses is presented in Table S.I, bul individual comments remain confidential.
MOSl. regional representatives (SO percent) agreed thai fires play an essential role:
in regenerating forests. with 56 percent strongly agreeing.. These individuals stated that
this was particularly true for black spruce dominated forests in central Newfoundland. bUI
not necessarily true for other foresttypcs in the province. Similarly. 7Z percent disagreed
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Table .5.1: Summary' of ~ponses 10 statements in the key inform.anl inlerviews (number
of respondents indicated in broKkcts).
Statement 1"",,,_ Neither A_
*Fires play an essential role in regenerating forests 13% (2) 7% (I) 80%(12)
*AII fires:ueharmful 72%(10) 7% (I) 21% (3)
*There are no ecological benefils 10 fires 87%(/3) 7% 0) 7% [})
*Fires will generate a greater variety in plant and 36% (5) 0% (0) 64% (9)
trce species
*Wildlife populations will decrease as a result of 54% (7) 15%(2) 31% (4)
fires
*Outdoor recreation opponunities will decrease as 0% (0) 23%(3) 77%{JO)
a result of fires
*Fires thai are started by lightning should be 67% (8) 8% (/) 25% (3)
allowed 10 bum as long as lhey are monitoced
*Fires that are Slarted by human carelessness 83%(10) 8% (/) 8% [})
should be allowed 10 bum :as long as they are
monilored
*AII fires. whether started by lighling or human 54%(7) 8% (/) 38':i> (5)
carelessness, should be pul out immediately
regardless of COSI
*AIl fires should be suppressed or SlOPped. 73%{/l) 0% (OJ 27% {4}
regardless of how they start
*Managcrs should conduct prescribed bums to 21% (3) 14%(2) 64% (9)
promotc foresl regeneration
-Managers should conduct prescribed bums to 43% (6) 14%(2) 43% (6)
remove fuels buill up on the forest floor
*Fires should nOi. be deliberalely SCi by managers 43% (6) 14%(2) 43% (6)
in national parks
*Fires should nOi. be deliberately set by managers 57... (S) 29%(4} 14% (2)
on crown land
ResponKS are grouped into three categories based on the sev~n point Lik.en scale used for lh~
statements during the intervieW$ (5ee Appendix 2).
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with the statement that all fires are harmful. and 87 pen:ent disagreed that there were no
ecological benefits to fires (with 60 percent strongly disagreeing). Some focestry-based
employees claimed that fire could be harmful by "5Clting back" development and
succession; but most of these employees recognized that fire was a natural component of
the boreal fon:st ecosystem.
More than 60 pen:ent of respondenl5 agreed that fires would generate a greater
variety of plant and tree species. One individual stated that fire would benefit "mature"
(old) black spruce forests since they have low species variety. A few, nowever, felt that
species variety in central Newfoundland is already limited. and that composition and type
of regeneration is dependant on the size and location of the fire, Most regional
representatives limited their commenl5to tree species. with several emphasiZing that fire
had a negative impact on the regeneration of black spruce due to the presence of the shrub
kalmia. lbey termed these areas of high kalmia preseoce as "kalmia barrens".
Approximately one third of the respondents agreed that wildlife populations
would decrease as a result of fires. yet in general it was expressed that wildlife would
benefit in the long tenn. and that animals would eventually return to burned sites. Moose
and ruffed grouse were thought to benefit the most, and pine manen the least. With
regards to outdoor recreation. 77 pereent indicated that activities would diminish after a
forest lire. since, as one respondent ell pressed, it is believed that people do not like to
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camp in bomovers. In contrast. hunting or blueberry picking were recreational aeth·ities
which were thought to be enh:lnCed by fire. A list of positive and negative impacts of
forest fires provided by region:LI representatives renected the views of the individuals
interviewed (Table 5.2).
Table 5.2: Impacts of forest rires provided by regional representatives (ordered by
fre uencv of occurrence.
Posilive Im......ts
• renews the boreal forest ec:osyslem
• good silviculturaltool
• promotes commerci:LI blueberry growth
• increases wildlife habitat
• enhances black spruce regeneration
• can control insects or disease
• loss of timber
• loss of livelihood in local communities
• decrease in outdoor recreation
• loss of wildlife habitat
• loss of species variety
• site degradation due to kalmia growth
• oooraesthetics
When asked if fires started by human carelessness should be allowed to bum if
monitored. the majority (83 percent) disagreed (62 percent strongly disagreeing): but
f~wer (73 percen!) disagreed ifthc fire was lightning caused. These individuals clarified
thcir answcrs by stating that this was dependent upon the location of the fire and the
surrounding resources (these: generally being timber supplies and local communities and
businesses). One respondent affirmed that humans are not an integral part of the
ecosystem thus human caused fire should not be allowed 10 bum.
When questioned about fire suppression. 38 percent agreed thai fires started by
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lightning Of" human c~les.sness should be put OUt immediately R:gardless of cost. and
similar-Iy 27 percent agreed that all fires should be suppressed. irrespective of how they
stan. The monetary COSt of suppression was a significant concern even though
respondents felt that fiR: management from a suppression point of view has been
efficient. The majority. however. agreed that decisions R:lated to fire suppression should
be made on a case by case basis. Some individu3.ls ~ognized that this type or fire
management! may be too efficient since no fires are left to bum. thet'eby disregar-ding
their ecological role in the boreal fOfest.
When asked what prescribed burning implied. all respondents agreed with the
suggested definition provided to them--Tlir: knowlr:dgr:ablr: application offirr: to a
spr:cijic land artta to accomplis" prttdttlttmll'nr:dforr:sl managr:mr:m or otllr:r (and UStt
objttcti~Y!s (Wr:bttrtJJ1d Taylor /992}. Most fOl'eStry reprnentatives commented that
prescribed burning was a silviculturaltool which enhanced regeneration. while a few
asserted that it could be used to duplicate nature in fulfilling specific management
objectives. There was a lack of consensus regarding lhe usc of prescribed burning to
remove fuels built up on the foresl floor. with many respondents Slating that this was not
a concern in NewfOUndland. Forestry re~nlali\'esgenerally pointed out that lhere
were other means of decreasing fuel loads near communilies. such as thinning or cutling
II is noted t~l in generul respondenl.5 used Ute lenn fife INlklgemenl inlereh:lnge;tbly with fire
suppressIon.
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old forest stands.
T.....o thirds of the respondents agreed that local managers should conduct
prescribed bums to promote forest regeneration. Some saw this as a cost cfficicnt way to
facilitatc tree growth. whilc a few (21 percent) believed this to be a high risk option. A
minority (14 pen:ent) agreed that fires sbould nOl. be deliber.l.tclysct on crown land. whilc
43 percent agreed that fires should nOl. be deliberatcly set in national parks. The lattcr
results are similar to those obtained through yes/no/not sure questions, with over half the
respondents in favour of prescribed burning in national parks. and three quaners in favour
of prescribed burning on crown land (Figure 5.1). In contrast, a few provincial forestry
represcntatives expressed that lhey were in favour of prescribed burning in national parks
to mimic nature and improve forest health, butthcy did nOl. support this practice on crown
land.
Respondents placed an emphasis 00 factors such as the location, size. and ecology
of the area to be burned, as well as the use of less "risky- techniques when considering
prescribed burning 011 crown land. With respect to prescribed burning in national partes. a
variety of comments were heard, ranging from "No. we should let nature takes its course"
10 "I see nothing wrong with it if it's really needed" to "Yes, it's the natural thing to do".
All respondents in favour of prescribed burning emphasized that precautions had to be
laken, and potential impacts considered. prior to implementation.
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Are you in favour of prescribed burning.••
Figure 5.1: Opinions ofreslKlOdcnLS regarding the use of prescribed burning in national
pari;s and on crown land.
When asked iftherc was a difference between prescribed burning on crown land
versus protected lands such as national parks, most st.lIed that the process was lhe same
but thaI the general objectives differed. As one individual expt'eSsed. burning rex
silvicuhural purposes is not like burning 10 promolC natura! processes since trees are
harvested first. Others felt lhallhe public has a different perception of p;trks compared 10
crown land. hence prescribed burning would have to be caTCfully thought out prior to its
implemenlation.
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5.1.3 Park "isilor knowledge
Through informal questions and discussions with TNNP visitors (see Appendix
3), some preliminary issues and concerns n:garding fire managemenl wen: collected. The
ten rnndomly surveyed individuals agreed that fire played an essential role in regcner:Jting
foresls. yet four also maintained fires were harmful. Eight visilors believed thai fire
would generate a grealer variety of plant and tree: species. whereas half thought wildlife
populations would decrease. Meanwhile. all respondenlS agreed Ihat outdoor recreation
opponunities would decrease. Most disagreed that both lightning and human caused fires
should be left to bum if monitored, while Ihey generally agreed that all fires be put out
immediately regardless of cos!.
Response was limiled to the question WlIat does prucrilHd burning mean to
yOI/? with over half the visitors nOI answering. Those who did answer thought
prescribed burning was conducted to: I) promote new vegetation growth. 2) destroy dead
trees for reforestalion. and 3) satisfy human interests. Although the respondents
represented a small ponion of visitors. these queslions did expose them [() some of the
management concems being:tddressed in the park. In addition issues were identified
which could be addressed through educational programs for visitors as well as for park
employees and regional representatives. This e:tercise also revealed a willingness by
visitors to respond to research orienred questions in the parle:. thus encouraging the use of
similar types of surveys.
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5.2 BIOPHYSICAL DATA
The biophysical component of this research examined both new and previously
collet:tcd data penaining to regeneralion in bumovers. as well as to fire history and
endangered species research in TNNP. The regeneration surveys resuhed in
predominantly quantitative data. while the fire history and endangered species research
were explored and reviewed from a qualitative perspective.
S.2.1 Rqeneration surveys In burnonrs
Vegetation inventories were undenaken to detennine the variety of successional
S1ages in bumovers of different ages and sizes in the greaterTNNP region (see Table 4.1
and Figure 4.1). These results were averaged (0 simplify presentation when twO or more
plots were localed per site. One exception was the second plot in the 1986 Blue Hill
West bumover which was originally a white birch stand (as opposed to the dominant
black spruce stands). Fof" this reason it was not combined with other data for this site.
lIIustr.l1ions and/~ descriptions of vegetation cover. species variety. presence and size of
trees. characteristics of kalmia. and organic mailer depth. follow.
The vegetation cover in the bumovers was divided into four types (Figure 5.2).
Kalmia had the greatest coverage, averaging between SO and 90 percent in ten or the
thinecn plots, with lows or 25 and 35 percent respeclively in the 1994 Nonhwesl River
Railway ond 1979 Gambo bumovers. The presence of trees was generally lower than
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Average Vegetation Cover
G.....r TNNP bumover plots
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Figure 5.2: Categorized vcgc:t:llion cover in bumovers in the gre:ller lNNP region (NOIc
that total vegeration cover of 311 species can surpass 100 pen::enl since vegetation growlh
is layered and stfillified).
kalmia. wilh co\'crage of greater than 20 percent in four of the lhineen piOlS. and a
maximum of 46.5 percent in the: 1981 Nonhwest River burnover. Shrubs (excluding
kalmia) covered between 5 and 56 percent. with the greatest cover al the 1916 TCml Nova
Dump bum (primarily due 10 blueberry, the second most dominant small shrub in the
sites). Herbaceous plant cover (inclUding ferns or grass species) was less than 15 percent.
except in the burned while: birch stand oflhe 1986 Blue Hill West bumoverwhich had
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juS! over 20 percent. 11 was also nexed Ulal lichen oc moss species were most abundant
(80 percent) on the dry site at the 1967 Newman Sound Campground bumover. with a
complete 3bsence in the recent 1995 Spracklin's Road bumover. Less than half the sites
had bare ground. with a maximum of 45 percent at the 1994 Notthwest River Railway
bum.
The average number of species (including mossesllichens) was detennined for
each plot. with a high of 27 species at the 1982 Bunyan's Cove bumover. and a low of 6.5
at !he 1995 Spracklin's Road bumover. Within the same bumover. the average species
diversity ranged from 8.5 in the burned black spruce stands of the 1986 Blue Hill West
bum. compared to 24 in the burned white birch stand. The oldest site. the 1961 Dunphy's
Pond bum. had a mean of 13.5 species, 5 of which were trees. Shrubs and herbaceous
plants represented between I and 6.5 species for all the sites (with kalmia always present.
and blueberry prescnt at all but the 1995 site).
More details on the regeneralion of trees in the bumovers exist. The overall mean
density was 22 trees per plot. white the greatest density QCcumd in the 1979 Gamba
bumover with approximately 821rees per plot. two thirds of which were block spruce
(Figure 5.3). In general. conifers outnumbered deciduous trees. representing 75 percent
of the trees in the older bumoven from 1961 to 1981 (with an average of 37 trees per
plot); while deciduous trees accounted for 75 percent of the cover in bumovers between
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Density and Distribution of Trees
Grater TNNP Hnover plots
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Figure 5.3: Number of trees present in the bumovcr plOlS of the greater TNNPregion
(N()(c the deciduous tree category also includes some laJEe shrub species).
1982 and 1994 (with an average 0(9 trees per plot). The black spruce tree w;l$the
dominant conifer. with limited presence of eastern larch and balsam fir. Deciduous tree
species included trembling aspen and white birch. covering 27 and 23 percent
respectiVely. A miuurc of pin cherry. mountain alder. northern wild raisin. wiUow.
servicebcfT)'. mountain ash. and red maple. completed the deciduous coverage:.
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The largest basaJ diametcn of trees <avcraging 3 cm) were measured in the: two
~t bumovers (1961 Dunphy's Pond and 1967 Ncwman Sound Campground). while
thc: greatest heights averaged OVcf 100 em in the: 1979 Gambo and 1982 Bunyan's Cove
burnovers. For all bumovers. the mean basal diameter was 1.6cm and (he mean height
was 75 em. forailirees measured. The sizcs or these lrees were relatively small
compared 10 neighbouring unburned areas or standing dead trees which had average basal
diametcrs of 14.9 em and avcmge heights of 7.3 m. Coverage of dead standing and fallen
trees was also noted. with dead standing trees remaining in most or the sites. except for
the 1979 Gambo, 1967 Newman Sound Campground. and 1961 Dunphy's Pond
bumovers.
Finally, by comparing black spruce and kalmia growth. it was delennined that
black spruce coverage was genemlly lower when kalmia coverage increased (Figure 5.4).
MaJl.imurn black spruce cover (25 percent) occurred at the 1979 Gambo bum where the
presence of kalmia was low. at3S perccnt, relative to other bumovers. Meanwhile there
was consistent evidence or black spruce in the three oldest bumovers (1961 Dunphy's
Pond. 1967 Newman Sound Campground and 1976 Tcrr.a Nova Dump). even though
kalmia cover was gTeater than 60 percent in these sites.
In Figure 5.4, the average height or kalmia as well as the depth or organic matter
are prescnted for all bumovcrs. As a general observation. increased org:lOic matter deplh
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Kalmia Characteristics
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Figure 5.4: Kalmia heighl and org:lnie layer depth in relation 10 black spruce and kalmia
coverage in the greater TNNP bumover plols.
appears to coincide with incrcused presenee or kalmia and kalmia heighl. Foreltample.
maximum depth averages or 34 em at Ihe 1961 Dunphy's Pond bum cOlTCI:lIe wilh high
kalmia heighl and presence. This is also the case at the 1986 Blue Hill West bum and !he
1977 Terra Nova Road bum. wilh maximum heighl \laJues and depths or 17 em and 20
em respeclively. A low deplhnerage or2 em was recorded allhe 1979 Gambo bum.
with a low kalmia height or 30 em. This patlem was also evident at the 1976 Terra Nova
Dump and 1967 Newman Sound Campground bum sites which were underlain by sandy
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soil.
5.2.2 Th'NP's rortil nre history
11Jc TNNP fire history study by Power (199601) was undertaken to provide an
incn:ascd understanding of the role of fire in the region. as outlined below. The study
revealed a fire cycle of98 yeat'S. implying that 315 hOI should bum OInnuaJly. But it must
be stressed that this result was based almost entirely on the recent history of human
caused fires. For example. the numerous human caused fires at the [Urn of the century.
corresponding with building of the cross-island railway. seem to account for the 80 to 120
year age group in which 70 percent of the forest stands belong (Power 1996a).
Morc rc<:ently.the largest fire season in the TNNP region occurred in 1979 (with a
total of 27.733 hOI burned). most of which burned during the 1979 lightning caused
Gambo fire. Historical data from WihOll and Evans (1974) reveal othcTfire seasons of
similar size in surrounding areas in 1935 and 1950. Based on this information Power
(l996a) derives an average 15 year interval between large arc:as burned. This would
imply that the TNNP area is due for another large fire season.
Evidence of fire was found in all the sample plots in and around the park.
According to the fire dat3 from 1957 onward which W3S reviewed. June has h3d the
greatest number of fires and largest area burned. followed by July and August. The fire
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weather index (FWI) (see ~lion 3.2.2) reached a maximum in July. averaging 8.5
(cOITCSponding with a moderate fire danger rating). The only prominent relationship
between a componenl oflhe FWI and fire occurrence was evidenl with lhe lSI (initial
spread index) which accounts for the: effects of wind. The lSI threshold for rapid fire
spread was mel by 74 percenl of the fires since 1957. indicaling a wind driven fire regime
in the TI-lNP region. A weak. correlation belween fire starts and increased lengths of dry
periods also existed. However. since most fires were caused by humans irrespective of
weather condilions, il is understandable thai only a few relationships belw«fl fire starts
and FWI variables were apparent.
In Power's (1996a) fire hislOf)' siudy il was observed thai forest regeneration due
to fire has been absent in the: last 40 10 50 years. Regeneralion in bumovcrs was said to
be ",lnywhere from rare 10 nonexistenl" (Power 1996a. 6). When discussing forest
regeneration. the black spruce: tree was the species most emphasized. This lree is
believed to be oUI--eompeled by the kalmia shrub under open canopy conditions. and al
the time of the sludy 17 percent of lhe: park was e:overed with these kalmia dominaled
black spruce siands (Power 1996a).
Thc fire history Sludy concludes by advocating thai some forest stands in TNNP
could be actively managed Ihrough prescribed burning, thus pTOmoling higher density
black spruce: foreslS. It is suggesled thai prescribed burning could be introduced over a
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longer time fr:ame. to meet the annual bum area of 315 ha. In addition. prescribed
burning is put forth as a means for reducing fuel loads in aging forest stands. particularly
ncM high use areas.
As TNNP is home to the endangered Newfoundland pine manen. consider:ation is
to be given to the protection of its habitat (see S«tions 3.1.1.3 and 3.1.4). Research 00
this endangered species is relevant to the fire managemem context of the present research
since its ideal habitat is the same old growth coniferous forest which requires fire for
renewal.
Research regarding the tendencies and habitat of this endangered species arc: being
advanced in TNNP. For example. discussions with par\( staff have revealed rnat pine:
manen may have an ability to cope with disturbance: by simply passing around or through
the disturbed area (Gosse: 1996. peTS. comm.). This is c:videnced by the fact that one of
the pine manen monitored appeared to inhabit an area associated with high visitor usc.
Such studies are relevant and required to provide a comprehensive understanding of fire
management in the ecosystem management context.
5.3 SOCIAL AND BIOPHYSICAL DATA COLLECTION
In this case study data on fire management in TNNP both social and biophysical
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data were collected. As presented in Figure 5.5, key findings from the different
methodological approaches undc:nakc:n are summarized in the context of the evolving:
ecosystem management fr.uncwoO.:. This completes the expansion of Stage: 1I (see Figure
3.3) which was initially presented in Figure 4.2.
5.4 SUMMARY
Results emanaling from both social and biophysical issues regarding fire
management issues in the grealer TNNP ecosystem have been outlined in Figure 5.5. In
the following chapler (Chapcer 6) these results will be addressed together through
integration. and examined from an ecosystem management perspective in the context of
fire management in TNNP. ultimately leading to the development of an applicable
conceptual framework (Chapter 7) for ecosystem management.
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STAGED
IDENTIFICATION OF
ISSUES AND 'R£SIEARCH
,( "Methodo&olkal Resnrt:1I Res_Its
Approaches
(SOCIAL
P.rks C•••d. q_atieauJre (5.1.1)
oanphasisonmain!alaJlCeofccol~inlqTilYin
natMmal pub, by prcKribed burning ifneceswy
° suppon of active nanallcl'Ilcnt such as prescribed burning
° IUQcst need for morc tcicntific rnearcb to undcrsWld fin:
° rnilcedopinions 011 thcuxlJIUIllOICoftirchistoryrncan::h
. )---- ° cl'llpbasis on the occd for education co cxpl~n rolc offire
Pttscntcd In Key '.f......1ialler"ric1n (5.1.1)
Chplcr S 0 CODCCmI about quality ofreacoeraUoo. (ea. "kalIl1ia barrens-)
°concCfDlaboutlossoflivcfibood,timba"aDdspccicsvvicty
°~ suppon for prac:ribcd bumiD& ill ILlltiOXlal pub and
croWD laDd.dcpcudiq;oa size aDd Ioxationofana
° IUgesI dw pRSaibed bunUn, is a sood silvicvJnuallOOl
Park vllit.r kaowINp (5.1.3)
°conums abclw: Iossofwikllife in !he evmtofforc:st fira
°fCCOlllitioa.ofrolcorfin:in~lfon:stsillTh'NP
° bclicrlbat fires sboWd be puS DUI promptly rqardkss ofc:osI
o poor~11'ofpn::scribcd burDine
BIOPHYSICAL
RCle-r.doll"",~I. banoven (5.1,1)
• species varicly did noc cOfTClalc with age ofbumovCf"
° poor fCllmcnliOll hciiblcoed by fire supprusion, lcading
to an iocreasc io kalmia JTOwth
° greatClil cree dcnsily found in lhe lighlning cllISai bumovcr
° mucb oflhe<qanic maucris 001 beingconswncd by rarc
. )---- ° b1mil bad !he ymlCSl COVef'agc ill the plob surveyed
! I Pre5Cflted m ° black spruce «lVer do:cn'ascd u kalmia <;over increased
: \. Chapter S TNNP's feral OR Ilisl.ry (5.1.1)
• firehiscorybascdpredorninantlyonhurnanQUSC'd fira
o.98ycarflft:f;)'l::Jcispui rotth
° poor retarioDship betwe= rarc statU uwl. fin: wealhcr inda
° promoIeS the _ ofpracribcd bumillg to meell akulaled
arcatobcburlxdlllOlIIl.ly
EadaJtlffed apedn rann:. (5.1.J)
• rcscardl OIl !be Icodcnrics and habitat or!he cadmlCf"Cld
NewfOUDdlaDdplncDAncrlis bcin,advaDccd
opincDAncrlrlJlybivelbililYtoc:opewilbdisturbaDcc
Figure 5.S. Expanston of the linear framework to renCC! key fin<bngs from the
different methodological approaches.
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CHAPTER 6 - SOCIAL AND BIOPHYSICAL INTEGRAnONS
This discussion will examine the intcgr:uion of social and biophysical infonmllion
in an c<:osystem management contexl. Based on the individual social and biophysical
rnelhodological approaches (Chapter4). the highlights of various intcgrations will ensue.
The integrations will be summarized in the context of the linear fmmewori: which has
evolved through Chapters 3. 4 and S. prior to the illustration oflne ecosystem
management conceptual framework in Chapter 7.
6.11l\TEGRATION OF SOCIAL Al''D BIOPHYSICAL DATA
Fire management issues in the greater TNJ"o,'P region will be: discussed in the
contCll.t of the ecosystem management concept. Numerous socially based issues
regarding fire management in and around Canadian national parks have been identified
from a broad 10 an increasingly specific scale. Parks Canada employees emphasized the
application of policies and the integration of stakeholder interests into planning
approaches (section 5.1.1). Key informant interviews wilh fl:gional rep~ntatives
concerned with the role of fire in the TNNP region presented a variety of comments
regarding local fire management issues (section 5.1.2). Initial steps were also taken to
question TNNP visitors to aid in identifying issues pertaining to fire management to be
add~sed in the fulUre (section 5.1.3).
Biophysical issues of varying scales in and around TNNP were examined with
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regards to fire management. Invenlories of foresl regeneration in bomovers provided a
means of tslablishing relationships belween species variety and vegelalive gt'OWlh
(section 5.2.1). An analysis ofthc recent TNNP fire history study (Power 1996a1 was
combined with the results ofthc vegetation inventories (section 5.2.2). Funher
consider.lIion of biophysical issues were initiated by addressing the role of an endangered
species in TNNP (section S.2.3).
The first objective of this research is to integrate social and biophysical data.
while illustrating that integrated data provides more meaningful results than if the data
were ellOamined individually. For this reason several results emanating from various
methodological approaches were explored as opposed to an extensive study of a specific
issue. As little or no previous data related 10 fire management issues in TNNP existed.
the majority of the data was collected as pan of the present research. Selected
integrations are presented below. each leading to conclusions which could not be reached
without such integrations. These integration dependant results will be summarized in the
evolving linear framework (to be presented in Figure 6.1).
4i.I.llnlegration of key Informant interview data and regmeration suneydata
The quality of post-fire forest regeneration was found to be a concern for the
regional representatives interviewed (sec section 5.1.2). The regeneration survey data
collected in the Iwelve bumovers included tree species. namely black spruce. which were
••
observcd in all but the most rea:nt bum (sec Figure S.2). Some regional representativcs
vicwed many of these bumovc~ as "kalmia barrens" since the amount and type of
regeneration (c.g, black spruce) was not significant for pulp and paper production.
Howcver. whcn thesc twO results are intcgrated it is evident that eontrary to the Deliefs of
the regional representatives there is regeneration of various species. including the
"important"' black spruce uee, and as such these are not truly -kalmia barrens"'.
Similarly, older sitcs which appear to be dominated by the shrub kalmia are considered by
some regional repteSCntatives to be "poonitcs". These sitcs actually havc greater black
sprucc regeneration relative to some younger bumovers (see Figure 5.3), This indicates
that the regeneration process may simply be slow, and strengthens the value of
intcgration.
Ccnain region.:tl representatives noted that site quality and type could affect
species regeneration. This statement is supported by the regenennion survey data from
some sandy sitcs which have a thin organic layer with decreased kalmia regeneration.
compared with increasingly organic sites. In gencral, however. interview respondents
discussed kalmia in tenns of its negative effects on other specics. rather than considering
its natural role in the region. Conversely,the biophysical data indicated the inherent
vigor and hardiness of the dominant kalmia shrub without associating positive or negative
1llC proper lerm is blmi3 he3lhl:lIlds (Me3des 1983). These he31hl3nds represenl3 n:llllr::ll
cOffijlOllCnl ofNewfOlln<113nd's ecosyslem (Damm.:ln 1983: Mc:ldes 1983).
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values to its presence in the ecosystem.
Some: regional representatives attributed poor forest rege:ner.nion to the:
prolife:r:llion of kalmia after disturnarK:e by fire. Yet to these predominanlly forestry-
based employees. site: degradation implied JXXlr black spruce regeneration. It has been
revealed however Ihat black spruce: forests in Newfoundland can only naturally regenerate
to high densities after severe fires (Damman 1964: Meades 1983). Accordingly the
regenel1ltion survey tesulu pKSCnted in section S.l.1 show that~ regeneration was
neightenc:d by fire suppresston. II is thc:Tefore predicted that the recent 1995 Spracklin's
Road bum will be dominated by kalmia.
One regional represenlative stated that "if fire is OUI of control then we have 10
assume it will playa bad role in Ihe forest". But according to thc quality of regeneration
in some bumovers this does not seem to be Ihe case. Specifically. thc lightning caused
1979 Gamba bum now has the: greatest density of tree growth among the twelve: sites
inventoried (see Figure S.3): yet il was an "out of control fire" which burned for founeen
days (Power 19963). The fire supprusion program advocaled by the provincial forest
service. and several regional represenlatives. could therefore be contributing to the lack of
regeneralion in some of the bumovers surveyed by decreasing organic layer consumption
by fire. As such, the integration of biophysical data with social data (based on
perceptions of regeneration). allows for the targeting of communication messages to
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belIer address fire management issues.
6.1.2 Integration of Plarks Canada question_In and ~tionsurny data
Parks Can3da emplo)'ffS generally 3Cknowledged thai fire suppression has altered
a n3tural process in the ecosystem and thai new manOigemenlllltem:uives need 10 be
considefed. In addiLion. several employees called for more scientific resean:tt to help
undersumd ecosystem processes such as fire. The regeneralion survey conducted in Ihe
gre3ter TNNP region was a slep in this direction. and revealed that much of the organic
layer was not being consumed by fire. It suggesls that fire suppression may prevent the
consumption of orgOinic maUer, and decrease regeneration.
Overall. the comments provided by Parks Can3da employees were reinfon:ed by
Ihe data collected in the bumover plOlS in the greater TNNP region. Since TNNP is OIt Ihe
carty stages of this process. the infonn:ation provided by other nOilional parks with regards
10 fire management alternalives such as pn:scribed bumingor allowing hot spots 10 bum
while being monilored. can be considered in Iighl of recent biophysical research in Olnd
around the park.
6.1.3 IntegraUon or Parks Canada questionnain lind fire history research
The distinct climatic setting oflNNP's boreal foresl. with higher than average
humidity and lower incidence of ligttlning (sec section 3.1.1.1), has Icad to a unique fire
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hislory. The 98 year fire c)de presented by Power (1996.:1) is consistent wilh average
boreal fores! fire cycles which are dominaled by lighlningcaused fires (Heinselman 1981;
Wein and MacLean 1983); yet TNNP's fire cycle is deceiving since it is bascdon fires
which wcre predominantly human caused. Accordingly. due to differences in fire sources
(human caused venus nalUral). some Parks Canada employees suggested mat fire history
rese:ueh should be used merely as a guide for fire management. whereas omen promoted
it to apply active fire management such as prescribed burning.
The responses from Parks Canada employees strengthen the need to not depend
solely on the estimated fire cycle from lhe fire history study. For this reason parks such
as TNNP could be encouraged to consider the use of aclive fire managemenl melhods
more: comprehensively. Bycarefully regarding fire history studies such as Power's
(199601) in the context of experience and knowledge gained by Paries Canada employees
lhroughout the country. future fire management can be completed with a ~ter degree of
cenainty.
6.1.4 Intqration or key inrormant Interview dala and nrc history research
While addressing Ihe results oftM key infonnant interviews in light of the fire
history study conducted by Power (199601). it was noted that many of the regional
representatives were nOi aware oftM fire history Sludy until it was mentioned during
interviews. Based on discussions in the interviews. some of these individuals expressed
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inlerest in reviewing such findings 10 belter understand the role of fire in lhe region.
Olhers. however, were more concerned about the prescnt condition and health of lhe
forest in teons of producing a quality tree h3TVest. Thus by considering these two results
together. new direclions for further research can evolve in the conte)!;t of the distinct
viewpoints and concerns in the gr-eaterTh'NP region.
6.1.5 Inlegration or rqeneration sun-ey data with nre hislory research
uplanattons for certain regeneration p3ttems in bumoven can be obcained by
integraling the regeneration survey dala with results from Power's (l996a) fire history
rescarch. The quality and eXlcnl of regeneration in the vegetation inventories can be
partially associated to the sile and climatic conditions presented in Power (19963). Power
(1996a) revealed that boIh the 1979 Gambo and 1982 Bunyan's Cove bumovers had
euremc fire weatheri~ (FW1) ratings and high winds. and burned for several days.
Based on the regeneration survey <bla these sites now have the greatest regeneralion
among the twelve bumovers. wilh increased species variety and tree growth (see Figures
5.210 SA). In contrast. the 1982 Charlottelown Boundary and 1986 Blue Hill Wesl bums
had low to moderate F\Vrs (Power 1996a). which is renected in the regeneration survey
<bla by decreased regeneration and lhe dominance of kalmia at lhe siles since the organic
layer was not consumed by fire (see Figures 5.2 10 5.4). In the future thequalily and
eXlent of regeneration could be predicted in accordance with the FW1 lItlhe time of the
bum. thus providing the relevant infonnalion in the event of possible active fire
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management undertakings.
When the vegetation inventories were intcgrated with infonnation on the
treatment of individual fires (Power 1996a). it was revealed th;l,t plOlS with fewer species
and poorer regener.uion occurred on sites which underwent immediate fire suppression
and accordingly had limited organic matter consumption. Conversely sites with some
unimpeded burning. usually in larger bumovers which are hardcrto control. did havc
increasingly varied and successful regeneration. The integration suggeslS that successful
regener:nion is the result o(buming the exganic mauerunder unsuppressed hoi spols (or
smouldering ground fire). and that fire suppn:$sion has altered the course: o(regeneration.
As an example. hoc spots at the 1995 Spracklin's Road bumover were extinguished after
the fire was brought under control. therefore the organic layer was not consumed by fire.
and poor regeneration may be the result. as suggested by Power (l996a) and by the
regeneration survey data,
6.1,6 Integration or Parks Canada questionnaire and key In(ormant inlt"~wdata
The integration of data from the Parks Canada questionnaire with the results of
regional key informant interviews provides social science based information both within
and beyond the national part. context. Parb Canada employtts were generally
supponive o(prcscribed burning tOtnhance ecological integrity. Regional
representatives interviewed were. however. more concerned with suppressing fires in
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order to protect resources such as timber. as well as private property and local
communities: yet several of these representatives supported the notion of prescribed
burning on crown land and in national paries (sec Figure S.I). Some of these results differ
from the views of certain Parks Canada employees who fcelthat interest groups and
individuals such as the regional representatives interviewed are opposed to prescribed
burning (see Section S.l.I).
A few Parks Canada respondents stressed that the: development of management
goals and objcctives should proceed in conjunction with the needs of communities. local
forest harvesters. and provincial government departments. Regional representatives were
also interested in fire management approaches being undertaken in TNNP. Therefore. if
discussions were to ensue between interest groups. issues such as prescribed burning to
achieve a specific fire management objcctive could then be contemplated. It is thus
suggested that regional representatives. such as those interviewed in the present research.
work e10sely with Parks Canada employees 10 accommodate each others objectives while
proceeding with appropriate fire management actions.
One common issue presented by both Parks Canada employees and regional
representatives was related to the limitations of prescribed burning based on the size of
the park in question. It was felt that TNNP is relatively small. and therefore risk 10
interest groups and to infrastructure is heightened. However both groups did accept that
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fires in isolated regions of the boreal forest could bum as long as communities and
resources were not negatively impacted.
6.1.7 Integralion olPlirks Canada questionnaire and park YisUor knowledae
Ahhough the sample size of the preliminary visitor survey is small. the opinioos
ofTNNP visit~on fire management issues can provide a means of identifying specific
concerns/issues which may need to be addressed by parle staff. The majority of Parks
Canada employees realize the significance of educating visitors. and gaining their
suppon. when seeking to implement specific fire management objectives. As a resuh of
these preliminary visitor surveys. Parts Canada mOly be able 10 recognize lhe potenti"l use
of future comprehensive visilor surveys 10 detennine whether more research on visilOl"
issues/concerns could help fonn a basis for the design of interpretive messages and
appropriate educational efforts.
6.1.8 Integralion or mdanaerf'd species research and park visitor knowledge
The attitudes and opinions of park visiton can be integrated in a fire rnanagemenl
contexl with ongoing research considering Ihe endangered Newfoundland pine manen.
For instance. preliminary resulls from parlc visiton suggestlhat fires could lead to <II
decrease in wildlife. Pine manen research in TNNP has revealed that some habitat zones
are located near disturbed areas with high visilOC- use: thus home r.mges may be quile
broad and manen may be able to adapt to various conditions (Gosse 1997. pen. comm.).
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Therefore to protect pine mancn habitat the park. in coopC'ration with regional intcrest
groups. could delineatc zones based on known hOlbitat Olnd forest age and type.thcreby
protecting specific arcOlS in and MOund the p3J"k from fire. Such a management approach
could be presented to park visitors to help aJleviOlte theirconcem relOlted to the possible
decrease in wildlife due to fire.
6.1.9 Summary or intqralion
Over.tll the results presented above provide a preliminary step toward the
application of the ecosystem mOlnagement conccpt as they reflect the intcgration of social
and biophysical data. and provide results which would not be recognized if the data were
examined on an individual basis. The last stcp of the linear framework initiated in Figure
2.2 is completed as selected intcgrations of rese~h results are presented in Stage III
(Figure 6.1). These integrations stem from the SCX"ial and biophysical findings presented
in Stage D of Figure 5.5.
These integrations will servc as a basis for the incorpor.Jtion of new social and
biophysical data collected in the fUlllre. As will be demonstmtC'd in the conceptual
framework presented in the concluding chapter. the integration of various social and
biophysical data can be utilized to fulfil comprehensive ecosystem based management in
the greater TNNP region. through the use of feedback loop mechanisms.
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STAGE ill
lNTEGRATION OF
ISSUES AND RESEARCH
Researcb Resal latqntNi Rnalts
5.1.2 + S.2.1 6.1.1 -> Poor sites are not acrually ~kalmia banms"; the
regeneration proces.s is merely slow.
5.1.1 + 5.2.\ 6.1.2 -> Confmnalion that ocganic matte!" is not being
consumed by fire as a result of fire suppression.
5.1.1 + 5.2.2 6.1.3 -> Parks Canada should not solely base frn
management objectives on the fire cyck.
5.1.2 + 5.2.2 6.1.4 -> Realization of lack of communication between
Parlts Canada and key informants.
5.2.1 + 5.2.2 6.1.5 -> Revealed that plots with fC'llfCf species aDd
poorer regeneration occuncd on site$ which
underwent immediate fire suppression, and
had limited organic mancr consumption.
5.1.1 +5.1.2 6.1.6-> Lack of understand iDe between intefCSlp-oups.
Need for increased dialogue.
5.1.1 + 5.1.3 6.1.7 -> Need for further research Oil visitor Icnowlcdgc to
determine role of education in fire management.
5.1.3+5.2.3 6.1.8-> Usc results offwtherpark visitorswvcysto
better manage and proIcct endangered species.
·ScIcc1cd intcgrarioos arc shown. Section numbers arc dcsaibed in Cbapten 5 and 6.
&ad Fipre 5.S~ts a summary of key social and biopbysical fUJdings.
Figure 6.1: 11le integration of social and biophysical results in the contell.l oflhe evolving
linc:arframewOf"k.
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CHAPTER 7 -IMPLEMENTING A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
One of the key messages of this research. and of the promotion ofecosystem
management in Parks Canada (Woodley and Forbes 1995), is the need for implementing
human-based research without compromising the inherent ecological integrity of the
ecosystem. In this case study of rite management for TNNP. social research has been
integrated with biophysical research in an ecosystem management setting. A conceptual
framework will be presented based on a linear frameworX initiated in Figure 2.2 and
progressively detailed in the TNNP fire management context in Figures 3.3. 4.2. 5.S and
6.1. This conceptual framework will incorpor:ue the usc of feedback loops in a
comprehensive approach 10 :achieving ecosystem management. By pr-escnting and
integrating various issues through a conceptual fromcworlt. the ecosystem m:anagemenl
concept can subsequently be used 10 facilitate management issues. such 35 fire
management in TNNP.
7.1 DEVELOPMENT Of ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT CONCEPTUA.L
FRAMEWORK
The TNNP management plan outlinc:s ecosystem management objectives which
call for ecosystem management planning to be undenaken in cooperation with
neighbouring land users (Parts Canada 1996c). 11 should be noted that although the
ecosystem management concept has been discussed (Carpenter 1996: Francis 1993:
Samson and Knopf 19%), methods for implementing ecosystem management are limited
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(e.g. Har.liell ~t al. 1996). This n:se:arch J'feSCnts a methodology for the 3pplic::nion of the
ecosystem management concept using the example of fire management in TNNP. 1hc
two key components of this t1ppro3Ch arc the integration social and biophysical data. and
the development of a conceptual framework.
The C()fJCeplual framework presented in Figure 1.1 evolved from the linear
framcwOf'k that was built upon through Chapters 3. 4.5 aoo 6. This conceptual
framework was developed by examining resource and environmental management
frameworks (Annitage 1995: Bonnicksen 1991). as well as one ecosystem management
framework (Harwell ~t al. 1996). and incorporates ecosystem management concepts
which advocate social and biophysical integrations (Catpenter 1996; Christensen ~I al.
1996; Grumbine 1994. 1997; Samson and Knopf 1996; Siocombe 1993a). The advantage
of a conceptual framework over a linear framework is that data is continually integrnted
during the study. by means of feedb3Ck loops. whereas in a linear frnmework the data is
integrated only at the conclusion of the research (Zube 1980). Hence in a conceptual
framework the study methodology can be modified to achieve the desired ecosystem
management objectives.
7.1.1 Coordinatinc the rramework and integraiinc research
As the framework for TNNP fire management case study evolved from linear (see
Figure 3.3) to conceplUal (see Figure 7.1). two key roles were pm forth: coordinating the
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Figure 7.1: An Ccosyslcm lIlanllgcmcnl concCplu,.1 rrJ,mcworK to atkIrcss fire m<lOOlgcmcOl in TNNP,
fr.uneworl: and integr.lIing rescan:h. The unden;:aking of lhese roles serve to facililate
feedback l(X)ps. The role of a framework coordin;:alor would be to acl as a liaison to
interest groups. working closely wilh interest group representatives and with social and
biophysic;:al researchers. and facilitating evenls such as round table discussion and open-
house meetings with these representatives.
The role of this individual could be undenaken by Parks Canada sinee it has Ihe
decision making power within Canada's nalional parks. However. if an increasingly
collaborative Of" team approach is taken with interest groupsl, any qualified individual
could take on the role of coordinating the framework within the confines of Parks
Canada's management objectives. and with the suppon of all interest groups. Such
approaches differ from the traditional way that Parks Canada has operated and could be
an option for effective ecosystem management in national paries.
As shown in Figure 7.1 the framewOf"k coordinatcw fulfills an additional role as the
link to a research inlegrator. The role of Ihe lalter is 10 work closely with the social and
biophysical researchers to integrate research resulls in the TNNP fire management
context. Results could subsequenlly be returned 10 researchers who could modify their
methodology to achieve the desired ecosystem management objective. In essence this
To rcilerate. the tenn interest group i$ used in a sener.ll conte~.t.~ e~p(aincd in $CClion 2.3.3.
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role would enable interdisciplinary research. and channel results back to interest groups
through the frameworic coordinator. Again. such 3 role could be undenaken by Parks
Can3d3 given its first hand knowledge of the research being undenaken in the park.
However. other groups or individuals with solid and broad backgrounds in environmental
research could fulfil this role. if agreed upon by all interest groups involved in the
ecosystem management project. In the present TeSearch!he author panially fulfilled the
role: of research integrator on a smaller scale by integrating data based in different
disciplines in the TNNP fire management context:. This ~arch therefore provides the
first step toward complete social and biophysical integration. As integration proceeds.
funher data collection can be focussed to address specific issues resulting from initial
integrations.
A critical element of this conceptual fr.l1t1Cwork relies 0fI close contact between
the ~arch integrator and the fr.l1t1Cwork coordinator. 11le former would allend
discussions or mcctings with key interest groups and researchers chaired by the I:Jtter.
Similarly the framework coordinator could panicipatc in meetings with the research
integrator and social and biophysical researchers to Icarn about ongoing rescan:;h and
present concerns brought fonh by interest groups.
Inrealil)'lheind;viduaiinlegr:lIinirC$C.m:hWQuldl::oocenlr:llespe.::ifocallyond:uainleiJ'll;on
r:llhcrlhanbolhd:lI:ll::ollel:liQflandinte&f3lion.as was IheC3Se w;lh thepresenlresearc;h.
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8y implemenling lhese twO roles a mechanism is proVided foc a feedback loop.
wilh continual communication between inleresl groups and researchers via a framework
cOQfdinator and research integrator (see Figure 7.1). This mechanism provides a means
10 implement ecosystem managemenl as wcll :as to facililatc and cncourage the intcgr.lIion
of scx:ial and biophysical issues and research. These roles also provide a pathway 10
involvc all intcresl groups in ecosystem managcmenl undertakings Ihrough a partnership
approach. Such partncrships are cmphasizcd in Ihe TNNP ecosystcm managcment
objectivcs in that "communitics and individuals will be encouragcd (0 become involved
in ecosystem managcment activities that affecllheir neighboumoods·· (Parks Canada
1996c.18).
There have been initiatives which involvc all interest groups in dealing with
specific management conccrns. namcly wildlifc manOlgement. as a means of obtaining
completc and representalivc: information through public participation (Johnson ~t al.
1993: Todd 1995). An examplc cunently being undertaken in Gros Mome National Park
(GMNP) in Newfoundland involves inlerest groups which are working togetherto
deliberate issues surroUnding snowmobiling in lhe: park. In Ihis case the: facilitator ofthc:
group is not affiliated with the interest groups. and the: spokesperson for the group is a
member of the local community chosen by Ihe group members. which include: the
national park (Balh 1999, pct'S. comm.). Local communities believe there has been more
accomplished through four facilitated workshops than in the past len years (Bath 1999.
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pen. comm.). Such examples could be applied to lin: management in TNNP in the
future.
7.2 CONCLUSION: CONTRIBUTION TO ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
The twO objectives of this research (see section 1.3.1) were fulfilled since:
I) Social and biophysical issues related to lire m:lnagement in TNNP were
integr.lIed to provide strengthened and new results.
2} An ecosystem man3gement conceptual framewOl"k involving the use of
feedback loops to facililale ongoing integration dUring the course of the rese:ueh
was developed for fire management in TNNP.
The first objective of this research consisted of the collection and integration of
social and biophysical data as a means to illustrate that the value of integration provides
more comprehensive infonnation than the separate analyses of specific social and
biophysical issues. Due to the lack of previous data on fire management in TNNP. the
research conducted as pan of this study was not an in depth examination of a particular
issue. nor should it be regarded as a superficial euminalion of several issue5. Instead. il
is a holistic and innovative wayof presenting the value ofintegr.lIion and provides an
initial step toward the establishment of a mechanism for addressing the: complexities of
managing the natural environment in order to preserve the natural characler and
ecological integrity of an ecosystem.
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As pan or the second objective or this researt:h. a cooc:eplual rr:uncwori.: was
developed to implement fire management in TNNP in an ecosystem management conte,;t.
The conceptual rr:1n'\Cwork provides a means to iIIustr:1te ecosystem management in
TNNP. including the identification or interest groups. the identification or issues and
rescaTCh. and the mechanisms rOl" data integration. In particular the roles of coordinating
the rramework and integrating rcsean:h are incOfpor.ued to ensu~ that da.1a and results are
passed between interest groups and rcsean:hcrs to account ror continually evolving
management concerns. As a result. increasingly efrective ecosystem management
decisions can be made by all groups involved when cooc:ems and issues arc continuously
integrated with new and ongoing research in tnc conteXl or the conceptual fr:1mework.
As situations will inevitably vary by park and by issue. this conceptual
rr.unework is flexible as it can be adapted according to the ecosystem management issues
of other national parks or ecological settings. Such a flexibility is necessary to
successrully address interests arising rrom all groups. and to work within a context where
a learn approach in decision-making will continue to grow, In the ruture. such an
ecosystem management conceptual rrameworK could rornl the basis for increasingly in
depth integrated research according to specific management issues. such as the case study
or fire management in TNNP.
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APPENDIX 1 - Copy of the questionnaire sent to Parks Canada
employees
An Analysis of Fi~ Management in the Boreal Forest Ecosystem
of Tern Nova Nalional Parle
My name is Michele Culhane and I am currently pursuing my Masters of Science degree
in Geography at Memorial University in SI. John's. Newfoundland. I will be conducting
research at Terra Nova National Park from May 13 to AugustJO. 1996. which will be
related to fire management in this unique boreal forest ecosystem.
I am interested in applying and implementing an ecosystem management approach, which
integrates and combines both biophysical and social concerns while promoling the
ecological integrity of Canadian national parks. This approach should be applied to
vegetation and fire management issues. panicularly in the Atlantic Region parks. where
the potential use of active management has only recently been considered. As the
implementation of Parks Canada's m:lndate and policies are nOl consistenlthroughout
national parks. however. it is therefore critical to re.-eJlamine and deliberate their goals
and objectiVes. as they relate to fire management concerns, befOl'e active management
techniques are employed.
With your cooperation. I wish to pose a series of questions to obtain a general view of the
impressions and opinions of various Parks Canada officials and employees. regarding fire
management in the Canadian national park system.
I will keep the questions to a minimum. and you may answer them as gener.:llly or as
detailed as you wish. I hope to gather as much information as possible and would
appreciate any responses. If you are noI able to answer the questions. however. please let
me know via E-mail. As well, if you. would like to answer the questions on a separate
document. or to fall answers, this is not a problem.
Thank you for your time.
The questions are as follows:
1. To your knowledge. what are the overall vegetation and fire management goals
and objectiVes for Parks Canada? Are these being suitably applied at this time on
a national basis. and on a specific park or regional basis?
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2. Do you believe active management-such as prescribed burning in the case of
vegetation and fire management-is required to maintain the natural character and
ecological integrity of Canadian national parks? Specific examples can also be
included.
3. Is active fire management a component of vegetation management plans in
Canadian nalional parks. and in individual national parks?
4. What is the contribution of past/current/future aclive fire management
programs wilhin Parts Canada to the overall promotion of ecological integrity in
Canadian national parks. and in individual national pam?
5. How are local communily and park visilorconcems incorporaled into
vegelalion and fire management planning in Canadian nalional parks? Please
provide specific examples al the local Of" regional level if applicable.
Thank you very much fOf" answering the above questions.
To meel time lines for my resean::h I would like to compile the answers to this
questionnaire by June 28. 1996. If this is a problem. however. please lei me know. I
would also :tppreciale any feedback. including comments :tndlorquestions regarding any
aspect of Ihis study. Please enter them below your answers. or feel free 10 conlact me via
mail. phone. fax. or E-mail. at:
Michele Culhane
Terra Nova Nalional Part
Glovenown. Newfoundland
A0Ci2LO
Phone: (709) 533-2291 Ext. 184 or 156
FaJl: (709) 533-2706
E·Mail: barbara_linehan@pch.gc.ca(clo: Michele Culhane)
or michele@cs.mun.ca
1thank you for your time. and hope to he:ar- from you in the: near fUlure.
Sincerely.
Michele Culhane
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APPENDIX 2 - Copy of interview questions presented to regional
representatives
Key Issue Identification in the GreaterTerru Nova National Park Region
The following questions are being asked to determine basic knowledge. opinions
and attitudes towards forest fires. They will be applied to individuals. such as yourself.
who have a particular interest in fire management issues in Newfoundland.
Representatives from provincial forestry. fedcn.! fOfeStry. provincial wildlife. national
parits. provincial parks. and the pulp and paper industry will be contacted. A series of
quantitatively and quantitatively based stalements and questions. as found below. will be
presented to each individual. Since it is evident that all interest groups should be
considered when ecosystem management issues are addressed. the responses and
comments provided will undoubtedly be useful in implcmenting appropriate fire
management in the grcaterTcmI Nova National Park region. and in Newfoundland as a
whole.
Thank you very much for your time.
Sincerely.
Michele Culhane
Department of Geogr.1.phy
Graduate Studies
Memorial University of Newfoundland
I) Fires play an essential role in regenerating forests.
Strongly Moderately Slightly
Disagree Disagree Disagree
Neither
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SlightlyA_
,
Moderately Strongly
Agree Agree
6
2) All fires are harmful.
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree
3) Fires will generate greater variety in plan! and !tee sptties.
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderntely SltOngly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree
4) Wildlife populations will decrease as a result of fires.
Strongly Moder.ltely Slightly Neither Slightly Modcrntely Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree: Agree Agree
7
5) Outdoor recreation opponunities will decrease as a result of fires.
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Modcr:lIely Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree
6) There are no ecological benefits to fires.
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Modcr:lIcly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree:
7
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7) Fires that are statted by lighting should be allowed to bum. as long as they are
monitored.
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree
7
8) Fires that are staned by human carelessness should be allowed to bum. as long as they
are monitOfed.
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree: Agree AgT« Agree
,
9) All Iires. whether statted by lightning 01" human carelessness. should be put out
immediately regardless orCOS!.
Strongly Model1l1ely Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agrtt Agree
i) An issue of interest to me is lire management. Based on your answers 10 the
above questions. what are your opinions about focesl Iires? What are the best and
worst impacts of focest Iires? (Prioritize these impacts).
ii) Should nmurally caused lire be allowed to playa role in the forest?
iii) Should human caused lire be allowed to playa role in the forest?
iv) Are forest Iires weU··managed"?
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Presgibed or Conlrolled Burning
v) Whal does "prescribed"' or "controlled' burning mean to you? Do you agree:
with the definilion provided below?
The following is an official definition: 1he knowledgc.'lble application of fire 10 a
specific land area 10 accomplish predelennined foresl management orOlher land use
objeclives."
(From Weber. M.G, and S.W. Taylor (1992), ''The usc of prescribed fire in the
management of Canada's forested lands," The Forestry Chronkle. 68(3): 324-334.)
10) Managers should l.:00duct prescribed bums to promote forest regener:uion.
Strongly Modenuc:ly
Disagree DisagTee
vi) Why?
Slightly
Disagree
Neither Slightly
Ag=
Moderately
Ag=
6
Slrongly
Ag=
7
11) Managers should conduct prescribed bums 10 remove "fuels" (ie, dead wood) built up
on the foreSI nOO!'".
Strongly Moderately Slightly
Disagree Disagree Disagree
Neither Slightly
Ag=
S
Moderately Strongly
Agree Agree:
7
vii) How do you feel about pnscribed burning as a safety tool, to reduce the
amount of fuel in the forest?
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12) Fi~ should not be deliberatcly set by managcrs in national parks.
Strongly Moderatcly Slightly Ncithcr Slightly Moderatcly Strongly
Disagree DisagJU Disagree Agree Agree: Agree
7
13) R~ should not be deliberatcly set by managers on cro.....n land.
Slrongly Moderatcly Slightly Neither Slightly Moderatcly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree AgTCe Agree
7
viii) Is there a dirfcrencc betwcen prescribed burning on crown land and
prescribed burning on protectcd land (ie. national parks)?
14) All fires should be suppressed. Of" stopped. regardlcss of how they stan.
Strongly Modcrately Slightly Ncither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagru Agree Agree Agree
6
15) Are you in favour of prescribed burning in national parks?
ix)Why?
NotSuTC No
16) Arc you in favour of prescribed burning in the forests 00 crown land?
x)Why?
N0I5ure No
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APPENDIX 3 - Copy of survey tested on park. visitors
An Analysis of Vegetation and Fire M:m::agemcnt in the Boreal Forest Ecosystem
of Terra Nov::a National Park.
A series ofquestioos h::as been developed 10 delermine the basic opinioos ;lnd lhoughls of a
sample oflhe &Cnera.1 public with respect 10 the Balunl role of fire in lhe boreal forest ofTerr.t
Nova Nalional Part. The following questions are aimed al p;u-k visitors such:lS yourself. 8y
analyzing the responses. suitable fire m.llu'gement actions can be taken in the future while
considering your opinions and concerns.
The questions willl:lkc: approximately 10 mintdes to answer. They simply consist of circling a
number from I 10 7 according to your opinion$. Ifyou h::avc any concerns or COIIVIICflIS fccl free
to indicale them 00 the qUCSIionnaire. Of" ask me.
Thank you very much for your lime.
Sincerely.
Michele Culhane
Depanment of Geogr.iphy
Graduate Sludies
Memorial UnhU$ity of Newfoundland
I) fires play an eS5Cntial role in renewingforeslS.
Sirongly Modera.tely Slightly Neilher Slighlly Modenlely Sirongly
Diugree Di5:Jilree Disagree Agree Agree Agree
2) All firesarehannful.
$crang/y Moderately Slilhtly Neilher Slightly Moderately Stroogly
Disagree Di5:Jgree Disagree Agree Agree Agree
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3) Fires will gener.lle gTQle:r variety in pbnl and tree: spe:cle:s.
SIrongly MoOer.llely Slightly Neither Slighlly Mode:r.lle:1y Strongly
Di50lgree Di50lgree Disagree Apee Agree: Agree
4) Wildlif~ populations will decrea5C u a result of fires.
Strongly Modcmtcly Slightly Neither Slighily Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree AgTe'e: Agree Agree
:5) Ouuj~ recre:llion oppofllmilie:s will de:l;re:asc;as iI resull of fires.
Suongly Moderately Slightly Neither SligNJy Moder.lle:1y Strongly
Dililgree: Di5Olgre:e: Disagree Agree Agree: Ap-e:c
6) There are no ecological benefils to fires.
Strongly Modemtely Slighily Neilher Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree
7) Fires thai are $UJUd by (ighlin&: should be allowed 10 bum. as klng.u lhey arc: monitored.
Strongly Moder.llely Slighdy Neither Slighily Modenle:ly Strongly
Disagree Diugree Disagree Agree AIT" Agree
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8) Fires that ane uaned by human c:uelessneu should be allowed 10 bum. J.li loog as lhey are
monilOl"ed.
Strongly Moderately Slighily Neither Slighily Moderately Sltoogly
Disagree Disagree Di53gue Agree Agree Agree
9) All fires. whelher started by lightning 01" humotn carelessness. should be put out immediately
regarolessofcosl.
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Slmflgly
Di$.3.gree Disagree DisaJ!'CC' Agree Agree Agree
7
10) What does "prescribed" burning mean to you'?
PInK provjdc any ("oher c[)fJJ(J)l;nu below
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APPENDlX 4 - List of individuals interviewed to explore regional fire
management concerns
Ed Blackmore
Regional DirectOf"
Forest Protection Centre
Department of Forest Resources do: Agrifoods
Newfoundland Forest Service
Gander. Newfoundland
Richard Carroll
Director of RestrucLUring
Forest Protection Centre
Depattment of Forest Resources do: Agrifoods
Newfoundland Forest Service
Gander. Newfoundland
Ed Stewart
District Manager
Forestry Di vision
Department of Forest Resources & Agrifoods
Newfoundland Forest Service
C1arenville. Newfoundland
DaveChec:ks
Forest Unit Manager
Central Region
Department of Forest Resources do: Agrifoods
Newfoundland Forest Service
Gamba, Newfoundland
GlennBuu
Forest Fire Protection Specialist
Central Region
Depattmcnt of Forest Resources &: Agrifoods
Newfoundland Forest Service
Gander. Newfoundland
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Roger Pike
Public Relations Manager
Abitibi·Price Inc.
Grand Falls·Windsor. Newfoundland
Merle Lingard
Supervisor of Silviculture &:
Environment
Fibre Resources Division
Abitibi-Price Inc.
Grund Falls·Windsor. Newfoundland
anon"""""Filx"e RCSOlIrces Division
Abitibi-Price Inc.
Grand Falts·Windsor. Newfoundland
anonymous
Thomas Howe Demonstration
Forest
Gander. Newfoundland
anon"""""Canadian Forest Service
St. John's, Newfoundland
Alex Murley
Forest Fire PrOlection Specialist
WestemRegion
Depanmcnt of Forest Resources &
Agrifoods
Newfoundland Forest Service
Comer Brook. Newfoundland
Tom Mo[loy
Forest Fire Protection Specialist
Eastern Region
Department of For"est Resources & Agrifoods
Newfoundland FOl'"eSt Service
SL John's, Newfoundland
WayneM:1rtin
Fire Co-ordinator
Forest Prolection and Resources Division
Department of Forest Resources & Agrifoods
Newfoundland Foresl Service
Comer Brook, Newfoundland
anonymous
Wildlife Division
Dcpanmenl of Naturnl Resources
St. John's. Newfoundland
anonymous
Parb and Natural Areas Division
Depanmenl of Natural Resources
St.John's. Newfoondland
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APPENDIX S -. Summary of regeneration survey data
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